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ABSTRACT PAGE
Anadromous fish such as sockeye salmon return to their natal streams to spawn,
during which they undergo significant physiological changes including the release
of cortisol, a known immunosuppressive hormone. Our lab has proposed the
Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis, which suggests that juvenile anadromous
fish respond to pathogens specific to their natal site by producing protective long
lived plasma cells (LLPCs) that constitutively produce antibodies against those
pathogens. These LLPCs are believed to be highly cortisol resistant. Thus, fish
returning to their natal streams have immunological protection from pathogens
found at that specific location. I investigated the Immunological Imprinting
Hypothesis through analysis of antibody composition and usage. Since 2009
samples of Sockeye Salmon spleen and anterior kidney have been harvested
from two separate salmon runs in Alaska. Using quantitative PCR (qPCR) I
examined the relative usage levels of specific VH gene families between fish at
different locations. To further investigate the “pathogen fingerprint” of given
spawning sites, I also performed qPCR analysis in order to compare the
pathogen loads of multiple pathogens from different sites, including Bacterial
Kidney Disease (Renibacterium salmoninarum), Bacterial Coldwater Disease
(Flavobacterium psychrophilum), and Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus
(IHNV). Analysis of VH family usage suggests that differences exist between
certain spawning locations not only for selected individual VH families, but also
for multiple VH families analyzed simultaneously. Likewise, pathogen loads and
infection rates are found to differ frequently between many spawning sites, while
probability of infection is shown to be dependent on location for each pathogen
analyzed. Analysis of VH usage and pathogen loads suggests several
correlations that exist between specific usage patterns and lower pathogenic
loads. Greater understanding of spawning fish immune functioning can
potentially suggest a method of natural immunization against common fish
pathogens and thus protect both farmed and wild populations. These differences
in VH usage patterns and pathogen infection rates between spawning sites
provide strong evidence in support of the Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis.
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Differences in Sockeye Salmon Antibody Composition: Testing the Immunological
Imprinting Hypothesis
Introduction
Anadromous fish such as sockeye salmon return to their natal streams to spawn
before subsequently dying. While our mechanistic understanding of how these fish
return to their natal streams has increased over the years, the question remains of why
they consistently return to the same body of water to spawn when it might involve
traveling very long distances. During the spawning journey the immune systems of these
fish gradually decline, a factor that could potentially help explain such an unusual life
history.
Our lab recently proposed the Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis as a possible
explanation for why spawning fish return to their natal bodies of water (Zwollo 2012).
This hypothesis suggests that exposure to pathogens early in life can produce
immunological memory specific to the unique pathogen “fingerprint” at that spawning
site. This means that fish have increased protection from the combined set of pathogens
in their natal streams relative to those from foreign environments. Such an
immunological bias may produce a fitness advantage that justifies a long spawning
journey. The basis of this hypothesis is rooted in the idea of immunological memory. A
subset of immune cells known as long-lived plasma cells (LLPC’s) are believed to persist
for long periods of time and constitute a significant component of fish immunological
memory (E. S. Bromage et al. 2004; Kaattari, Bromage, and Kaattari 2005).
Interestingly, it has previously been shown that (LL)PCs are maintained in successfully
spawned fish despite the widespread suppression of the immune system (Schouten et
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al. 2013). This in turn could support a connection between the immune system and the
biological motivation behind the spawning journey.
The Oncorhynchus Genus and Anadromy
Anadromous fish, including Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka), demonstrate
a unique and well known life cycle. Upon hatching in freshwater streams or lakes most
Sockeye salmon live for one to two years in their natal body of water, growing in size
before traveling downstream to the ocean (Quinn and Myers 2004) (French et al. 1976)
(Rounsefell 1958). After living and growing in the ocean for one to four years, the fish
return to the exact same body of water where they hatched in order to spawn before
dying shortly thereafter (Quinn and Myers 2004) (Rounsefell 1958). The ability of Pacific
salmon, such as Sockeye salmon, to return to the exact same location with a high
degree of accuracy is in part attributed to the phenomenon of olfactory imprinting.
Juvenile salmon imprint on the specific chemical composition of their natal bodies of
water, thus, when returning to spawn they are able to determine where they should go
based on olfactory stimuli (Dittman and Quinn 1996; Ueda 2011).
The journeys to and from the ocean present immense challenges to the health of
the animal, and specifically to the immune system. The transition from freshwater to
saltwater as juveniles, and saltwater to freshwater as adults, requires significant
physiological changes. When this is combined with sexual maturation in adults, it results
in high levels of stress in returning fish. Migration from saltwater to freshwater requires
changes to the fish physiology that allow for greater regulation of salt ions in the body. In
Sockeye salmon this is accomplished through the release of glucocorticoid hormones
like cortisol, which is thought to result in upregulation of the α1a isoform of the NKA
sodium potassium ATPase, which is associated with freshwater migration (Flores et al.
2012). A gradual increase in cortisol levels as fish approach spawning sites has been
2

previously documented (Baker and Vynne 2014). However, in certain circumstances
these hormones are known to adversely affect the immune system in Atlantic salmon
(Salmo salar) (Gadan et al. 2012), and in Winter flounder (Pleuronectes americanus L.)
(Carlson, Anderson, and Bodammer 1993) among others. Generally, short term
exposure of cortisol has been associated with increased innate immune activity,
including lysozyme activity and phagocytic activity in macrophages from the anterior
kidney, as well as mobilization of lymphocytes from immune organs such as the spleen
(Wang et al. 2005). Chronic stress, however, is associated with suppression of
phagocytic and lysozyme activity (Wang et al. 2005), as well as suppression of the Tcell mediated immune response, suppression of lymphocyte mobilization (Dhabhar and
Mcewen 1997), and suppression of antibody production (Li et al. 2007), among other
factors (Dhabhar 2014) (Kusnecov and Rossi-George 2002). This is especially critical at
the start of and throughout the spawning journey as the fish are traveling between
different environments that may be home to pathogens drastically different from what are
normally encountered. It is not surprising then that spawning fish often display signs of
infection with a variety of different pathological agents, be they viral, bacterial, fungal, or
parasitic. The journey from the ocean to the natal stream can at times be quite long,
covering hundreds of miles and pitting the fish against powerful currents and obstacles.
Even when the fish reach the spawning ground often times spawning does not occur
immediately as they need to fully mature sexually before spawning. For example, at the
Lake Dalnee spawning ground in Kamchatka the average life span for sockeye salmon
is 15 days (Hartman, Merrell, and Painter 1964). This means that spawning fish
experience adverse conditions for prolonged periods of time, thus inhibiting the immune
response and potentially increasing the period of time during which infection can occur.
When combined these factors lead to a very small percentage of fertilized salmon eggs
hatching, surviving to adulthood, and eventually returning to spawn. Recent tagging
3

studies indicate that smolt-to-adult survival in certain populations of wild Sockeye
salmon are less than 0.2%, which does not include pre-smolt mortality (Wood et al.
2012).
Plasma Cells and Immunological Memory
One of the most interesting capabilities of the immune system is that of
immunological memory. Immunological memory refers to the ability of the immune
system to recognize pathogens that have been encountered previously and produce an
immune response much more quickly and efficiently than at original exposure. There are
multiple components of immunological memory, including memory T cells, memory B
cells, and long lived plasma cells (LLPCs). In teleost fish, which have limited affinity
maturation (somatic hypermutation) and memory B cells (Ma, Ye, and Kaattari 2013),
immunological memory is largely comprised of LLPCs, constitutively producing
antibodies specific to pathogens encountered previously. Studies have shown that in
humans humoral immunity can persist for decades, potentially due to the presence of
LLPCs (Amanna, Carlson, and Slifka 2007). During the spawning journey, novel immune
responses, including the formation and maturation of new B cells, are thought to be
inhibited by chronically high levels of cortisol. Long lived plasma cells, however, appear
to be retained in the fish through the spawning journey (Schouten et al. 2013). LLPCs
are thought to be resistant to the negative effects of chronic cortisol exposure, even
going as far as to represent a pathological condition in humans suffering from
autoimmune diseases (Hoyer et al. 2008). Whereas normal autoreactive plasma cells
would be inhibited by the presence of immunosuppressive or anti-inflammatory drugs,
the resistance of LLPCs means that they continue to produce autoreactive antibodies
long after normal plasma cells would have stopped.As long as LLPCs remain functional,
there is a component of immunological memory at work and the fish maintains some
4

protection. However, in the event of exposure to novel pathogens the spawning fish are
less able to mount an effective immune response.
It is important to note that teleost fish do not possess bone marrow, the primary
site of hematopoiesis in mammals. Instead, the anterior portion of the teleost kidney is
the hematopoietic site (Hansen and Zapata 1998). As a result the anterior kidney (a
primary immune tissue) and the spleen (a secondary immune tissue) are among the
sites of greatest interest for our analysis.
Antibody Variation
One of the primary avenues of immune function comes in the form of antibodies.
Antibodies, also known as immunoglobulins, consist of two heavy polypeptide chains
and two light polypeptide chains that, when combined, form the quaternary structure of
the protein (Williams and Barclay 1988). Antibodies are broadly divided into categories
called classes or isotypes, which differ in their heavy chain constant regions (Figure 1),
and are generally found to perform specialized biological functions. For example,
humans have five different classes of immunoglobulins, some important for complement
activation, others for binding to specific Fc receptors on immune cells. Fish rely heavily
on a single isotype; immunoglobulin mu (IgM), but also produce immunoglobulin tau
(IgT) (Hansen, Landis, and Phillips 2005), and immunoglobulin delta (IgD) (Wilson et al.
1997). IgT in fish is functionally equivalent to immunoglobulin alpha (IgA) in mammals
and both function as part of the mucosal defense against pathogens (Zhang et al. 2010).
The ability of antibodies to bind to an almost infinite array of antigens is attributed
in part to the portion of the antibody known as the variable domain (Figure 1). The
variable domain is comprised of different gene segments: variations of the same gene
that offer different structural variations. These differences in gene segment usage in the
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variable domain in turn allow for changes in the structure of the antibody that result in
varied binding affinities to select pathogens. When looking at the heavy chain of the IgM
isotype, the variable domain consists of three separate parts that contribute to the
observed diversity: the variable segment

), the diversity segment (

), and the

joining segment ( ) (Figure 1). IgT is unique in having the heavy chain constant region
coding for it between the DH and JH segments (not shown in Figure 1) (Hansen, Landis,
and Phillips 2005). As IgM is the primary systemic isotype used by fish it has been the
best studied class of Igs (Salinas, Zhang, and Sunyer 2011; E. Bromage 2004).
(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 1 (A.) Visualization of the process of VDJ recombination of the heavy
chain gene in Oncorhynchus mykiss. Variable (V) segments are shown in red, diversity
(D) segments in green, joining (J) segments in yellow and constant region segments in
blue. The germline configuration is shown in the top line, indicating that multiple V, D,
and J segments exist. Following D to J recombination a single D and a single J segment
are randomly chosen (boxed in teal). Following V to DJ recombination a single V
segment is randomly chosen (boxed in teal). Only the selected VDJ segment can be
transcribed as the promoter (P) associated with the chosen V segment is in closer
proximity to the constant region enhancer (E) following removal of J segments. (B).
Schematic representation of an immunoglobulin molecule showing the heavy and light
chains (blue and grey respectively). The variable domain is highlighted and the V
segment is colored red, the D segment is colored green, and the J segment is colored
yellow. Adapted from (“VDJ Recombination | Laika’s MedLibLog” 2014)
For each

gene segment, different combinations of DH and JH segments can be

used, and the possible combinations using these three types of segments lead to even
more variation in antibody structure (Castro et al. 2013). Previous work by others has
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suggested that in response to viral challenge fish not only experience a dramatic clonal
expansion of B cells, but also a shift in VH family usage. For example, previous studies
have shown that in response to challenge with Viral Hemorrhagic Septicemia Virus
(VHSV), expression of

3,

4,

5.1, and

9 gene segments were all strongly

affected relative to non-infected controls (Castro et al. 2013). This indicates that certain
VH gene segments were more effective against viral infection – resulting in increased
expression – while others were less effective – resulting in a relative decrease in
expression.In Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss) 13
defined that represent different versions of the
Kaattari, and Kaattari 2006). Currently, 57

,9

gene families have been

segment (Roman et al. 1996) (Brown,
, and 7

gene segments have been

identified in Rainbow Trout according to the International Immunogenetics Information
System (Lefranc et al. 2009). The 13

families are groupings of

gene segments

based on sequence homology, with a >80% homology being indicative of members of
the same family, while members of different families typically have <70% homology
(Brodeur and Riblet 1984) (Figure 2).
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(A.)

(B.)

Figure 2: Visualization of the grouping of
configuration

gene segment families. (A.) In the germline

gene segments are randomly interspersed; however, according to

sequence homology these

gene segments can be grouped together (in this figure by

the pattern and letter seen on each segment) into families (shown in B).
The genus Oncorhynchus is made up of the Pacific salmonids including Chum
(Oncorhynchus keta), Chinook (Oncorhynchus tshawytscha), and Sockeye salmon
(Oncorhynchus nerka), as well as Rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss). Many species
in this genus exhibit the anadromous life history. It is known that members of the genus
Oncorhynchus are highly related based on mitochondrial sequence analysis (Domanico
and Phillips 1995). When comparing Sockeye salmon mitochondrial DNA to Rainbow
trout mitochondrial DNA there is only about a 9% sequence divergence in the ATPase 6
gene (Domanico and Phillips 1995). Clearly there is a high degree of relatedness
between seemingly different species of the genus Oncorhynchus, suggesting that
analysis of Oncorhynchus nerka DNA sequences could logically begin through
comparison to other members of the genus. Likewise, it has been demonstrated that
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even in fish of different genera the heavy chain variable region (encoded by VH, DH, and
JH segments) is highly conserved, so it is reasonable to assume that the variable domain
in Rainbow trout would be similar to the variable domain in Sockeye salmon (Andersson
and Matsunaga 1998). While it does not represent all of the variation that occurs in
antibody structure, analysis of

family expression is an important first step toward

determining whether there are differences in pathogenic challenges between spawning
locations. As antibodies are produced in response to pathogens, fish responding to
similar pathogens would be expected to react similarly.
Pathogen Analysis
While observed variation in

segment usage could reasonably be attributed to

differences in the pathogens that the fish are being exposed to, a direct analysis of the
pathogens fish might encounter could provide additional useful information. Sockeye
salmon must potentially deal with a wide range of pathogens before having the
opportunity to reproduce. For Sockeye salmon in Alaska the most important pathogens
include, Renibacterium salmoninarum (Rs) causing Bacterial Kidney Disease (BKD),
Aeromonas salmonicida (AS) causing Furunculosis, Ichthyobodo necator (IN) causing
Ichthyobodiasis, Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Fp) causing Bacterial Coldwater
Disease (BCWD), and Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus (IHNV), causing
Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis (Meyers et al. 2008). Rs is an intracellular Grampositive bacterium that produces lesions on fish and results in a distended abdomen. AS
is a Gram-negative non-motile rod that produces visible lesions on fish infected with it Fp
is a widespread bacterial pathogen affecting all salmonids; it is a Gram-negative rod that
occurs frequently in very cold water with optimal growth between 15°C and 20°C
(Bernardet and Kerouault 1989; Sugahara et al. 2010). IN is a kinetoplastid ecto-parasite
that if left untreated can result in severe mortality in a variety of fish. IHNV is a
10

rhabdovirus, meaning it is a single-stranded negative sense RNA virus (Meyers et al.
2008; Eiras et al. 2008). IHNV in particular is an especially significant pathogen as it
leads to severe morbidity in many cases and mortality rates approaching 100% in
juveniles, while causing asymptomatic infection in adults (Kibenge et al. 2012). IHNV
has been a problem of increasing importance in aquaculture and much effort has gone
into developing more effective ways of dealing with IHNV outbreaks, including the
development of vaccines (Purcell et al. 2004). Increasing prevalence of the disease in
aquaculture settings can lead to increased infection rates in wild fish, thus reducing the
occurrence of natural fish populations. As salmon progress toward their spawning
grounds and their immune systems become more compromised they are likely faced
with these as well as other pathogens.
Experimental Approach
Two specific aims were addressed in this thesis research:
1. Do anadromous fish, Sockeye salmon, demonstrate different antibody
specificities at different locations?
a. Does the usage of VH gene families vary at different spawning sites?
b. Does the usage of VH gene families vary between two sites from the
same spawning run?
To test the validity of the Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis we proceeded via
several different avenues. If true, we expected to find different antibody expression (VH)
patterns in anterior kidney from fish at different spawning sites, while fish at the same
site would have similar VH patterns. According to the hypothesis this would, at least
partially, occur as a result of the different “pathogen fingerprints” at each spawning site.
We predicted that different

families would have a different abundance between sites.
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For example,

5.1 usage could be more abundant at site 1 compared to site 2, while

1.1 may be more abundant at site 2 compared to site 1. In conjunction with previous
work on this subject (Schouten et al. 2013), the relative expression of membrane bound
and secreted heavy chain mu transcripts was evaluated in order to establish differences
in B cell and plasma cell abundance and to provide a reference to compare various
family expression rates. Analysis of VH family usage in fish at locations from the same
spawning run could indicate that despite having the same origin, the spawning location
can still be significantly different.
2. Do Sockeye salmon demonstrate a different prevalence of infection with
common Sockeye salmon pathogens at different locations?
When approaching the “pathogen fingerprints” themselves, we expected to find
differential representation of pathogens in the tissues of fish from different sites. These
observed differences would theoretically not be present if all of the pathogens at different
spawning sites were the same, or if it didn’t matter how the fish immunologically
responded to them. Site-specific differences in average antibody (VH) expression and
pathogen loads could therefore be seen as evidence in support of the Immunological
Imprinting Hypothesis.
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Methods
Collection of Samples
Since 2009, adult Sockeye salmon have been collected between the months of
June and August at various geographic locations along the Kenai Peninsula in Alaska,
including the Mouth of the Kenai River (MoK) (Latitude/Longitude: 60.55168/151.27418), Quartz Creek (QC) (Latitude/Longitude: 60.49562/-149.69714), Mentasta
Lake (ML) (Latitude/Longitude: 63.12460/-143.75423), East Fork Gulkana (EFG)
(Latitude/Longitude: 63.12460/-145.49274), and Bear Lake (BL) (Latitude/Longitude:
60.1985/-149.35525) (Figure 3). Fish were captured using the “snagging” method at QC,
ML, EFG, and BL, or were donated by local fishermen (at MoK). Fish were immediately
euthanized via cerebral concussion. Approximately 100mg of desired tissues, including
anterior kidney and spleen, were immediately removed and placed in 1.5mL
microcentrifuge tubes containing 700µl of RNAlater® Stabilization Solution (Ambion, #
AM7020). Following removal of relevant tissues, fish remains were returned to the water
to minimize impact on the environment. RNALater stored samples were frozen at -20°C
after approximately six hours at 4°C, and sent back to the College of William and Mary in
Williamsburg, Virginia on dry ice for long term storage in a -20°C or -80°C freezer.
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Figure 3: Map of Alaska with sampling locations highlighted. Those sites labeled in red
are part of the Kenai River run, in green are part of the Copper River run. The single site
labeled in blue is associated with the Resurrection peninsula run. Arrows indicate the
likely location where adult fish enter the river associated with the like-colored sampling
site(s).
RNA Extraction
Total RNA was isolated using RNAzol RT (Molecular Research Centers, Inc).
Frozen tissue samples stored in RNALater were thawed and approximately 50mg of
tissue was placed in 2mL lysing tubes containing 1mL of RNAzol RT. The type of lysing
tube varied based on tissue type; lysing tubes with no beads were acceptable for the
softer anterior kidney, while bead-containing Lysing Matrix F (MP Biomedicals) tubes
were used for the harder spleen tissue. Tissues were subsequently homogenized using
an Omni Beadruptor 24 (Omni International), with one 20 second cycle at speed 5.
14

Samples were immediately placed on ice for approximately 1 minute to minimize any
heat damage during homogenization. Samples were then placed at room temperature.
One by one 400µl of UltraPure™ DNase/RNase-Free Distilled Water (Invitrogen, Inc.)
was added to the tubes, and one by one the tubes were shaken vigorously. The samples
were allowed to incubate for 15 minutes at room temperature before being spun at
12000rcf at room temperature for 15 minutes using a 5430R centrifuge (Eppendorf AG).
Following centrifugation lysing tubes were carefully removed from the centrifuge and
approximately 1mL of each individual sample was moved to a clean microcentrifuge tube
containing 600µl of a 75% ethanol mixture using Absolute 200 Proof Ethyl Alcohol
(Pharmco-AAPER, #111000200) and shaken vigorously. Next, samples were allowed to
incubate for 10 minutes at room temperature before being centrifuged at 12000rcf for 10
minutes at room temperature. The supernatant was removed and 600µl of 75% ethanol
added to each tube to detach and wash the RNA pellet. Samples were then centrifuged
at 10000rcf for 2 minutes. This wash step was repeated once more. After the second
wash the supernatant was again poured off and the microcentrifuge tubes were inverted
and left to dry for 30-45 minutes before being resuspended in 30-60µl of molecular grade
water. RNA concentration was then measured using a Nanodrop ND-1000
Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.). The RNA was then stored at -80°C
for future use.
DNA Isolation
DNA isolation was performed using DNAzol (Molecular Research Center, Inc.,
#DN 127). Tissue samples were thawed and approximately 50mg of tissue was added to
lysing tubes containing 1mL of DNAzol. Anterior kidney samples were disrupted in lysing
tubes without beads, while spleen samples used the Lysing Matrix F tubes with beads.
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Tissue samples in lysing tubes were then homogenized using the beadruptor with one
20 second cycle at speed 5. Samples were immediately placed on ice.
Next the homogenates were incubated at room temperature for 10 minutes.
Samples were then centrifuged at 10000rcf at room temperature for 10 minutes. Upon
completion as much of the supernatant as possible was transferred to a clean 1.5mL
microcentrifuge tube containing 500µL of 100% ethanol. After addition of the supernatant
each sample was immediately shaken vigorously. The samples were allowed to incubate
for 3 minutes at room temperature before being centrifuged at room temperature for 5
minutes at a speed of 5000rcf. Following centrifugation the supernatant was removed.
800µL of 75% ethanol was added and the tubes were gently shaken, before being
centrifuged again at 1000rcf for 2 minutes at room temperature. This wash step was
repeated once more before the tubes were inverted and allowed to dry for 15-30
minutes. After this drying period the pellets were resuspended in 30-60µL of molecular
grade water and the DNA concentration was measured using the Nanodrop. The DNA
was then stored at -80°C for future use.
cDNA Synthesis
All work was done on ice to maintain stability of the RNA and reverse
transcriptase enzyme. 1µg of RNA was added to 4µL of iScript™ Reverse Transcriptase
Supermix for RT-qPCR (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Inc., #1708841) and RNAse free water to
a maximum volume of 20µL in a labeled PCR tube per sample. The PCR tubes were
incubated in a 2720 Thermal Cycler (Applied Biosystems) under the following conditions:
25°C for 5 minutes, 42°C for 60 minutes, 85°C for 5 minutes, and 4°C for storage. 4-5
aliquots of 4-5µL cDNA each were stored at -80°C for future use.
TaqMan Assays
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TaqMan assays for pathogen detection were taken from relevant literature for
specific pathogens. Pathogens investigated were: Fp (Marancik and Wiens 2013), Rs
(Sandell and Jacobson 2011), AS (Keeling et al. 2013), and IN (Isaksen et al. 2012). The
assay for IHNV was created based on nucleocapsid (N-gene) sequence information
submitted to Invitrogen. This sequence information was acquired from the National
Center for Biotechnology Information and the Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus
database (“IHN Virus Database” 2016) and chosen as being the most likely and most
conserved sequence of the IHNV N-gene that would be present in Alaskan isolates of
the virus. IHNV sequence comparison and assay components are shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Analysis of the nucleocapsid gene of multiple Infectious Hematopoietic
Necrosis Virus strains from around the world. Forward and reverse primers are
highlighted in green with the forward labelled “F”, the reverse labeled “R”, and the probe
in pink labeled “P”. The sequence submitted to Invitrogen was targeted to maximize
homology between all strains, but primarily those that are geographically close to
Alaska, represented by the U genotype as described in (Kurath 2003). Sequences above
list first the GenBank Accession number, followed by the strain name of the given
isolate, and lastly the location given in parentheses.
All pathogen assays were ordered as Single Tube Custom TaqMan® Gene
Expression Assays (Applied Biosystems), and all assays used a FAM reporter, NFQ
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quencher, and a ROX reference. Organization and visualization of TaqMan assays were
aided by the use of the program Geneious “Geneious Restricted 8.1.7
(http://www.geneious.com, (Kearse et al. 2012))". Primer set sequences and target
amplicons are listed in Table I.
Standardization of Assay
To successfully perform TaqMan qPCR and allow for the calculation of copy
numbers a standard containing a desired number of amplicons for each assay was
designed. Using the previously published TaqMan assays the amplicons were taken and
arranged in a single continuous sequence separated by four thymine bases. Again, the
software Geneious was usedfor the creation and visualization of the sequence. Each
amplicon target was tested for specificity using BLAST(Basic Local Alignment Search
Tool)(Altschul et al. 1990). After specificity was confirmed the sequence for the standard
was ordered via gBlocks® Gene Fragments (Integrated DNA Technologies, Inc.). The
standard contained amplicons for five potential pathogens, IHNV, Renibactierum
salmoninarum (Rs), Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Fp), Aeromonas salmonicida (AS),
and Ichthyobodo necator (IN) (Table I). IN was not used extensively in this study,
because this pathogen is most abundant in the gills and mucus but not necessarily the
spleen (Isaksen et al. 2012). Further, the amplicon for AS was subsequently used as the
base sequence for the creation of a Single Tube Custom TaqMan® Gene Expression
Assay (Applied Biosystems). As a result the sequence for AS on the standard is not the
exact length of the amplicon created during PCR, but it was still specific to AS itself.
Upon receipt of the 500ng of standard it was reconstituted in 500µl of TE buffer (10mM
Tris pH 8, 1mM EDTA pH 8), resulting in a concentration of 1ng/µl. The length of the
standard was 503 base pairs. Using the conversion of 1.096x10-21 g/bp, copy number
was determined (“Creating Standard Curves with Genomic DNA or Plasmid Templates
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for Use in Quantitative PCR - Quant_pcr.pdf” 2016). After calculation, dilutions were
created using molecular grade water to create standard stocks of various concentrations
from the original TE Buffer stock of 1.814x109 copies/µL to 1 copy/µL
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Table I – Pathogen Primers, Standard Sequence, VH Family Sequences
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Primer Design for VH Families
Primer design for SYBR Green Analysis began with previously established
families in Rainbow trout as published in Castro et al. (2013) and available online at
imgt.org (Lefranc et al. 2009). VH sequences were saved to Geneious for future use. To
ensure compatibility with Sockeye salmon sequences the

sequences were analyzed

using NCBI BLAST. Sequences were analyzed manually for specific sites on the
sequence that displayed significant homology between multiple species, including
Salvelinus alpinus, Salmo salar, and Thunnus orientalis (Figure 5).
(A.)

(B.)

(C.)
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(D.)

(E.)

(F.)

Figure 5: Designing primers for sockeye salmon VH families. Sequence alignments of
accepted Oncorhynchus mykiss

families with other species. Sequences are aligned

according to the reference sequence at the top. Forward and reverse primers used for
analysis are highlighted in green as “F” for the forward primer and “R” for the reverse
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primer. Disagreements to the reference sequence are highlighted in color (green
indicates substitution of thymine relative to the reference, yellow indicates guanine, blue
indicates cytosine, and red indicates adenine), while complete homology is shown as
grey. Partial Oncorhynchus nerka sequences are included and labeled as such. For
each partial sequence 5’ and 3’ ends were trimmed automatically using Geneious
(Except VH5.1 which was trimmed manually). O. nerka sample number is listed and
corresponds to the fish of the same number listed in Supplemental Table I. (A.).
sequence analysis. (B.)
9 sequence analysis. (E.)

2 sequence analysis. (C.)
10 sequence analysis. (F.)

1.1

5.1 sequence analysis. (D.)
12 Sequence analysis.

These homologous sequences were then evaluated for their ability to be used as
primers through the use of the Primer3Plus tool (Untergasser et al. 2012, 3).
Additionally, some trout

sequences were analyzed as a whole using the same

Primer3Plus tool, whereupon the tool would suggest potential primers. These sequences
were then analyzed in Geneious for the correct level of homology between species.
Potential primer sequences were also analyzed for their uniqueness compared to other
families (Figure 6).
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(A.)

(B.)

(C.)
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(D.)

(E.)
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(F.)

Figure 6: VH family primer specificity. Sequence alignments of specific Oncorhynchus
mykiss

gene segments with other Oncorhynchus mykiss

reference sequence was the
corresponding to the

gene segments. The

gene sequence (or consensus of

gene sequences)

gene family in question. Forward primers are highlighted and

labeled “F”, while reverse primers are highlighted and labeled “R”. Partial Oncorhynchus
nerka sequences are included and labeled as such. For each partial sequence 5’ and 3’
ends were trimmed automatically using Geneious (except VH5.1, which was trimmed
manually). O. nerka sample number is listed and corresponds to the fish of the same
number listed in Supplemental Table I. Primer design focused on choosing sequences
that were homologous for the specific
sequences of other

family in question, but that diverged for

families. Of the 57 VH gene segments found in Rainbow trout

only those that displayed a reasonable level of homology to the VH family in question are
shown. Those VH gene segments not shown are more different than the gene segments
used for comparison here. (A.)
(C.)

1.1 sequence analysis. (B.)

5.1 Sequence analysis. (D.)

analysis. (F.)

9 Sequence analysis. (E.)

2 Sequence analysis.
10 Sequence

12 Sequence analysis.

It was critical for accurate analysis that primer sets only amplify a single
family. Once potential primer combinations had been decided upon these primers were
analyzed using the IDT Oligoanalyzer (PrimerQuest® Program (version 3.1) 2012). Each
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primer set was analyzed for the Gibbs Free Energy necessary for formation of
homodimers, as well as heterodimers between individual primers. Primer sets that
produced homo- or heterodimers with a Delta G less than -7.00 kcal/mole were
disregarded. Using the same tool, primer sets were analyzed for potential hairpin
products and melt temperatures. Following this analysis primer sets were analyzed using
the (Multiple Primer Analyzer 2016) for potential dimer formation. Significant dimer
formation would disqualify potential primer sets, but single dimer formations using this
tool did not immediately discount them. Potential primer sets were then entered into
NCBI’s Primer BLAST (Ye et al. 2012), searching all organisms in the nr (nonredundant) database. Results were compared to the desired organism specificity and
amplicon size, any non-target amplification was noted. Primers designed are listed in
Table I. Following this, primer sets were ordered as Value Oligos (Invitrogen) suspended
in 100μL of molecular grade water. Upon receipt primer stocks were used to create
aliquots of primers at a concentration of 3ng/μL before being stored at -80°C. Specificity
of primers was tested by performing SYBR Green qPCR on a StepOne™ Real-Time
PCR System 48 Well Instrument (Applied Biosystems) using the primers according to
methods detailed in the next section. Upon completion the melt curve was analyzed for
potential primer dimer products or off-target effects, and further analysis was conducted
through 1.5-2% agarose gel electrophoresis (Agarose Fisher Scientific #BP160-100,
TBE Buffer Thermo Scientific #B52) with the previously created PCR product.
Electrophoresis was run at 120V for 10-20 minutes. Proper migration of bands of the
expected size was observed.
SYBR Green qPCR
Selected cDNA samples were removed from the -80°C freezer and allowed to thaw
in ice. cDNA was diluted 1:4 using molecular grade water, resulting in a concentration of
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12.5ng/µL. In an AirClean 600 PCR Work Station (AirClean® Systems, Inc.) a Master
Mix was created consisting of 12.5µL of Power SYBR® Green PCR Master Mix (Applied
Biosystems, #4367659), 9.5 µL of nuclease free water, and 1µL of each primer being
used for each well for a total of 24µL per well. Oncorhynchus-specific primer sequences
for membrane bound and secreted HCmu, as well as α-Tubulin can be found in Table II
as described inSchouten et al (2013).. All primer sequences listed used a 60°C
annealing temperature. Primer sequences for various VH families can be found in Table
I.

After addition of all components the Master Mix was vortexed and centrifuged for 5 to
10 seconds using a benchtop microfuge to ensure homogenous distribution. 24µL
aliquots of Master Mix were pipetted into a MicroAmp® Fast Optical 48-Well Reaction
Plate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). Next, 1µL of sample was added to the side of each
specified well. A MicroAmp® 48-Well Optical Adhesive Film (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Inc.) was then used to seal the plate with a MicroAmp® Adhesive Film Applicator
(Applied Biosystems). The plate was then spun down using a plate centrifuge and
inserted into the 48 Well StepOne Instrument. Step One Software version 2.3 was used
to create plate maps and identify wells and Master Mixes, as well as decide on the
proper thermal conditions. For all SYBR Green qPCR assays samples were run at 95°C
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for 10 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 15 seconds at 95°C and 1 minute at 60°C. A
melt curve analysis was performed for every SYBR Green experiment to ensure purity of
PCR product. Each unknown sample was run in triplicate to ensure reproducibility of the
results.
TaqMan qPCR
Samples of spleen DNA were taken from the -80°C freezer and allowed to thaw
on ice. Dilutions were calculated and created to standardize each sample at 50ng/µl. In
the PCR work station the Master Mix was created according to the manufacturer
provided protocol. For analysis of Fp, Rs, IN, and AS every well used required 10µl of
TaqMan® Universal Master Mix II, no UNG (Applied Biosystems, #4440040) or
TaqMan® Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, #4369016), 1µl of the
desired assay, and a volume of RNAse free water for a total of 20µL per well (including
DNA volume). IHNV analysis required the use of the TaqMan® RNA-to-CT™ 1-Step Kit
(Applied Biosystems #4392653), as sample RNA (rather than DNA) was used. 19 µl of
master mix was added to specified wells of either a 48 well plate or 96 well plate
depending on the size of the experiment. If the Stratagene Mx3005P Instrument (Agilent
Technologies) was used a 96 well plate was used. If the StepOnePlus™ Real-Time PCR
System 96 Well Instrument (Applied Biosystems) was used then the MicroAmp®
EnduraPlate™ Optical 96-Well Fast GPLE Clear Reaction Plates with Barcode (Applied
Biosystems #4483481) were used. Outside of the PCR work station if the concentration
of the sample was 50ng/µL, 1µL of sample was added to the side of each specific well. If
the concentration of the sample was 12.5ng/µL, 4µL of sample was added to the side of
the specified well with corrected master mix volume. After all samples were added
standards were retrieved from storage at -80°C.
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Standards had been previously prepared in aliquots at varying concentrations
(see earlier section). Standards available varied by a factor of 10 from 1 copy to
10,000,000 copies, however, after experimentation it was found that a range of 10
copies to 1,000,000 copies achieved accurate results while reducing risk of crosscontamination of standards. Standards were added to the sides of specified wells.
Optical adhesive film was applied to the top of the plate using the film applicator. The
plate was then centrifuged using the plate centrifuge. The centrifuged plate was then
placed in the instrument and the run initiated. For detection of Rs and IHNV a
Stratagene Mx3005P instrument (Agilent Technologies) was used. For Fp some plates
were run on the same Stratagene instrument, while others were run on 48 or 96 well
StepOne Instruments. AS detection was accomplished on either the 48 or 96 well
StepOne Instrument. For IHNV quantification plates were run at 48°C for 15 minutes,
95°C for 10 minutes, and then 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 1 minute.
For quantification of other pathogens plates were run at 95°C for 10 minutes, followed by
40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds and 60°C for 1 minute. On both the Stratagene and
StepOne instruments the associated software calculated the number of copies of the
target present in each sample well based on the level of fluorescence produced from the
known standard wells. All unknown samples were run in triplicate to ensure
reproducibility of results. For certain samples (highlighted in red on Supplementary Table
1) no spleen tissue was available and anterior kidney tissue was used instead.
DNA Sequencing
To further confirm primer specificity, PCR products from VH amplifications of sockeye
salmon were cleaned up using USB Affymetrix ExoSAP-IT PCR Product Clean-Up kit or
GE Healthcare Illustra ExoProStar PCR cleanup kit according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Cleaned-up sample was then used as a template in ABI BigDye v3.1
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sequencing reactions. Reaction products were purified using Performa Gel-Filtration
Cartridges (EdgeBio). Finally, samples were resuspended in ABI HiDi Formamide, and
sequence products were resolved on an ABI3500 Genetic Analyzer and analyzed using
ABI 5.4 Sequence Analysis Software. Methods for sequencing were performed
according to instructions from the manufacturer. Partial sequences were obtained using
both forward and reverse primers specific to the VH family being analyzed.
Calculation of Fold Change
For evaluation of

families the fold difference from a selected sockeye salmon from

the Mouth of the Kenai was used as a relative form of comparison. This reference fish
was selected as having measured values closest to the average of all MoK fish, and the
MoK site was used as it should theoretically represent the broadest array of antibody
fingerprints. Each SYBR Green qPCR run produced results in the form of a CT value.
These CT values represented the cycle at which the fluorescence from each well passed
a predetermined threshold (“Real-Time PCR: Understanding Ct Application Note” 2016).
The CT values were then used to calculate the fold change relative to the reference fish,
taking into account the CT value of different endogenous controls. When calculating the
fold change of SecHCmu or MemHCmu, α-tubulin was used as the endogenous control.
When calculating the fold change of various

families the endogenous control used

was the whole of the secreted heavy chain mu transcripts, as the

families should be

a subset of this wider range of antibodies (Table I). SecHCmu was used as the control
rather than MemHCmu because during the spawning stage the majority of all secreted
antibody comes from LLPCs (which are cortisol resistant), while transcripts from mature
B cells (expressing membrane IgM) are less abundant. Fold change was calculated
according to the formulas in Figure 7 (Livak and Schmittgen 2001). The fold change
calculated this way was then used for subsequent statistical analyses.
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Figure 7: Formulas used to calculate fold change from collected CT values according
toLivak and Schmittgen (2001). When calculating VH fold change the CT value of the
sample for SecHCmu was subtracted from the CT value for the VH family in question.
This value is known as the ΔCT. Next, the ΔCT for that specific VH family with regard to
the reference sample was subtracted from the ΔCT value of the unknown sample. This
value is known as the Δ(ΔCT). Finally, the fold change is calculated for the unknown
sample by raising 2 to the - Δ(ΔCT).
Statistical Analyses
Data from the analysis of

families were taken in the form of fold change

adjusted for secreted heavy chain mu transcripts, relative to a control fish. Data from the
pathogen experiments were taken in the form of copy number of the target amplicon
through the use of a standard curve. MemHCmu and SecHCmu expression was
measured as fold change adjusted for α-tubulin transcripts, relative to a control fish. To
compare differences in fold change of individual

families an ANOVA was performed

followed by a Tukey-Kramer analysis using R (Lau 2013). To evaluate the selected
antibody repertoire using available

family data a MANOVA was performed, followed

by 15 selected Hotelling’s T-Squared Tests (Curran 2013). To account for multiple
comparisons a Bonferroni correction was applied in the case of the Hotelling’s TSquared Tests. In all cases the statistical programming environment R was used (R
Core Team 2015). Locations were analyzed for independence from infection rate using a
permutation test found in the “coin” package in R (Hothorn et al. 2015).
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To ensure even sample numbers five samples were randomly removed from the
EFG site samples using the random number generator in R (“How to Generate a
Random Number in R | inside-R | A Community Site for R” 2016). To better visualize the
data it was input into PAST, a program that allows for a variety of multivariate statistical
analyses (Hammer, Harper, and Ryan 2001). A non-metric dimensional scaling (NMDS)
was performed to produce a 2-dimensional representation of the data and allow for the
visualization of pattern groupings that takes into account all of - or a subset of - the
variables.

family data were shown via a strip chart created in the R environment using

the program “ggplot” (“ggplot2 Stripchart (Jitter) : Quick Start Guide - R Software and
Data Visualization - Documentation - STHDA” 2016), (“Plotting Means and Error Bars
(ggplot2)” 2016), (“Summarizing Data” 2016), (Wickham, Chang, and RStudio 2016).
Additionally, the correlation between variables was calculated using R and visualized
using the program “corrplot” (“R: A Visualization of a Correlation Matrix.” 2016; “An
Introduction to Corrplot Package” 2016; Wei and Simko 2016),.
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Results
To assess the potential differences between the antibody usage patterns of
Sockeye salmon, five different sites were studied, from three different salmon runs
(Figure 3). Fifteen fish from each site were analyzed. The Kenai Peninsula run included
two sites, Mouth of the Kenai (MoK), where the fish entered the Kenai River, and Quartz
Creek (QC), where fish spawned. Quartz Creek was visited twice, with the goal to
collect both prespawners (QCPRE, early) and post-spawners (QCPOST, late). The
Copper River included two sites, EFG (very early pre-spawners, a few miles from their
spawning ground), and Mentasta Lake, a separate spawning site. The Resurrection
Peninsula run included one spawning site, Bear Lake.
Three specific components of the humoral immune response were studied. First
the relative levels of MemHCmu and SecHCmu were measured. Next, specific VH family
usage patterns were determined. Finally, the presence and pathogen load of 5 different
pathogens were determined for each fish. The relationships between these values were
then compared and contrasted between sites. The Quartz Creek site was useful to
compare immune patterns between pre-and post-spawners within the same site. For
purposes of analysis, pre and post-QC are considered two different “sites”.
Membrane Bound and Secreted HCmu
Measurements of MemHCmu and SecHCmu immunoglobulin heavy chain mu
transcripts began in 2009 and were continued here. Using qPCR, the expression of
MemHCmu and SecHCmu was calculated relative to a control Oncorhynchus nerka
sample from the Mouth of the Kenai River (#349, see Supplemental Table I). Expression
data were then plotted as fold-change on a strip chart according to sampling site (Figure
8).
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(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 8: Strip charts showing relative expression of MemHCmu (A.) and SecHCmu (B.)
relative to the reference fish from the Mouth of the Kenai (fish #349). The Y-axis shows
fold change. The X-axis shows the locations sampled. “MoK”, Mouth of the Kenai,
“QCPRE”, Quartz Creek pre-spawned, “QCPOST”, Quartz Creek post-spawned, “BL”,
Bear Lake, “ML”, Mentasta Lake, and “EFG”, East Fork Gulkana. Standard error bars
are shown and the average value is indicated in orange. The Y-axis has been adjusted
to represent the majority of data, while outliers are shown on the top with fold change
specified.
As the reference sample from which all relative fold changes were calculated was
a MoK fish it is reasonable to think that the majority of MoK fish should demonstrate fold
changes close to 1.0. This was not the case; likely due to the level of variation visible at
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the MoK site. While the reference sample chosen (#349) had measured values closest
to average for the entire site, there were still differences between the reference fish and
many of the other MoK fish. Interestingly, for the Kenai run, the average expression level
for MemHCmu was 3-5 times higher at the beginning of the run (MoK), compared to their
expression at the spawning site (QC). Further, for the Copper River run, EFG had almost
5 times higher SecHCmu expression compared to most other sites measured, although
these differences were not significant. Lastly, SecHCmu expression was very evenly
distributed through the locations analyzed. Hence, secreted IgM levels seem to be
maintained at very similar levels in spawning fish from different runs.
Analysis of VH Families
Relative gene expression of six different VH families (VH1.1, VH2, VH5.1, VH9,
VH10, and VH12) was measured for each fish using qPCR. The anterior kidney was used
as the tissue for VH usage determination, as this tissue is the primary site of LLPC
residence, the cell population of primary interest to us. Expression of each individual VH
family was then plotted on a strip chart according to sampling site. Figure 9 shows the
comparisons of individual VH families across the six sites.
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(A.)

(B.)
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(C.)

(D.)
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(E.)

(F.)
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Figure 9: Strip charts showing the distribution of VH fold change data according to
location. The fold change relative to the Mouth of Kenai (MoK) control fish (#349) is
shown on the Y-axis, while the geographic location sampled is shown on the X-axis.
“MoK” is Mouth of the Kenai, “QCPRE” is Quartz Creek pre-spawned, “QCPOST” is
Quartz Creek post-spawned, “BL” is Bear Lake, “ML” is Mentasta Lake, and “EFG” is
East Fork Gulkana. The standard error bars are shown for each location and the mean is
shown in orange for each location. Significant relationships are labeled with bars
connecting the two sites found to be different and asterisks to denote level of
significance. One asterisk indicates p<0.05, two asterisks indicate p<0.01, three
asterisks indicate p<0.001. (A.) VH1.1 usage. (B.) VH2 usage. (C.) VH5.1 usage. (D.) VH9
usage. (E.) VH10 usage. (F.) VH12 usage. The Y-axis has been adjusted to better view
trends in the data, and outliers are shown on top with fold change specified.
Varying levels of significance can be seen for each VH family and between each
site. For example, there are significant differences between sites for VH1.1, VH2, VH5.1,
and VH12, while there are no significant differences between sites for VH9 and VH10.
Interestingly, a fair portion of the significance observed appears to be associated with
differences between sites from different runs. VH2 and VH1.1 appeared to show the most
significant differences between spawning sites. The significant comparisons for VH2
appear to be somewhat widely distributed in terms of the comparisons between sites. In
contrast the significance associated with VH5.1 and VH12 is centered on the ML site. In
fact, every significant comparison seen in the VH12 analysis involves ML. Similarly, for
VH1.1 every significant comparison is driven by the inclusion of MoK. It should be noted
that although not significant, average VH1.1 expression for ML fish was at least 2x higher
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compared to other sites. There were no significant differences observed across
sampling sites for VH9 and VH10.

Figure 10: Bar graph showing the average fold change relative to a control fish for each
VH family, divided by gender. Standard error bars are shown, and the N value is shown
above each bar. Fold change was calculated relative to a MoK reference fish. The Y-axis
shows fold change, the X-axis shows VH family analyzed. Blue indicates male, orange
indicates female. Total sample size was 89 (one fish analyzed did not have gender
recorded).
Next, potential differences due to gender were evaluated (Figure 10). When
comparing all VH families according to gender no significant relationships were observed.
When sites were analyzed individually for potential differences between genders, several
significant relationships were observed (Table III).
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Table III – Summary of Comparisons Between Genders per Site

Table III:. Locations are listed along the X-axis, VH families analyzed are listed along the
Y-axis. Results of Welch’s t-tests between male and female fish with regards to
individual VH families at individual locations analyzed are listed under P-value. Average
fold changes for each VH family are also listed. Using an α=.05 threshold those values
that were found to be significant are highlighted in green.
The only significant gender differences occurred at the BL site for the VH2 family, and at
the EFG site for VH12.
Although analysis of individual VH family usage is potentially useful, it does not
necessarily address the original research question, which is whether the overall VH
usage patterns differ between sites. This overall usage pattern is referred to here as the
“antibody fingerprint”. To better assess the antibody fingerprint of each site, the
averages of each site were converted into pie charts to show the relative distribution of
each VH family per site (Figure 11). These pie charts are useful for evaluating the relative
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VH usage patterns of individual sites, but they cannot be compared directly as they use
only relative information.
To quantify potential differences between entire antibody fingerprints at once a
MANOVA was conducted. The MANOVA essentially compares each pie chart to each
other while taking into account the actual fold changes between sites. The MANOVA
gave a p-value of 8.909x10-7, indicating a high level of significance. However, this only
means that between all of the sites analyzed there is at least one comparison of two
sites that produces a significant difference; it cannot specify where that significant
difference might be. To approach the question of which specific comparisons may be
significant a series of Hotelling * + tests were performed. The Hotelling * + test is
analogous to a two sample T-test with univariate data, but using multivariate data. In
other words, the Hotelling * + test compares individual pie charts to each other to see if,
when all of the VH families are taken into account there may be significant differences
that could not be observed through analysis of individual VH families. However, to avoid
the problem of multiple comparisons associated with using multiple tests on the same
data we performed a Bonferroni correction, meaning that rather than using a threshold of
α=.05 we instead divided this generally accepted value by the number of comparisons
we were making. Fifteen comparisons were made, as shown in Table IV. This means
that our threshold value would be 0.0033, thus a comparison would only be considered
significant if the Hotelling * + test returned a p-value less than 0.0033. P-values for the
fifteen selected comparisons are listed in Table IV.
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Figure 11

Figure 11: Pie charts showing relative usage patterns of each VH family at each geographic location. Sites are listed
according to their title, with the reference first followed by MoK, QCPRE, QCPOST, BL, ML, and EFG. Light blue represents VH5.1,
orange represents VH1.1, grey represents VH12, represents VH9, dark blue representsVH10, and green VH2. The “Reference” pie
chart is included and demonstrates what the reference fish’s (fish #349) antibody fingerprint would look like as all antibody
expression levels would be 1.0. Each pie chart can also be seen as the measured deviation from this reference sample.
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Table IV: Results of Hotelling * + tests
analyzing the potential differences between
measured VH families across different sites.
Comparisons made are listed on the left, pvalues for each comparison are listed on the
right. A Bonferroni correction was applied,
resulting in α=0.00333. Those comparisons
found to be significant after correction are
shaded in green.

Importantly, even with the low α necessary for significance approximately half of
the comparisons indicated significant differences (or unique “antibody fingerprints”)
between sites. Interestingly, the majority of those comparisons that were not significant
included MoK, while all significant differences were comparisons between spawning
locations. In addition, the antibody fingerprint at the BL spawning site was surprisingly
similar to that of the QC-Post site. Further, and in support of the Immunological
Imprinting Hypothesis, the antibody fingerprints of pre- and post-spawned fish from the
same site (QC) were not significantly different. In summary, when the entire antibody
fingerprint was taken into account there were significant differences in VH usage patterns
between fish from different spawning sites.
Pathogen Analysis
The “antibody fingerprint”, as measured by VH family usage, is reasonably
assumed to be affected by the unique set of pathogens at different sites, known as the
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“pathogen fingerprint”. To investigate the ”pathogen fingerprint”, as well as how VH
usage may be impacted by pathogen infection, fish were analyzed for the presence and
copy number of four relevant fish pathogens. Infectious Hematopoietic Necrosis Virus
(IHNV), Flavobacterium psychrophilum (Fp), Renibacterium salmoninarum (Rs), and
Aeromonas salmonicida (AS) were analyzed using TaqMan qPCR for their presence and
load. Spleen was chosen for these four pathogens because it is a common immune
organ used for pathogen detection (Strepparava et al. 2014; Soto et al. 2010; Marancik
and Wiens 2013; Bowers, Lapatra, and Dhar 2008). Visual presence or absence of
generic worms was recorded during the time of collection.
The analysis for presence and levels of IHNV RNA (targeting the N gene) is
shown in Figure 12.
(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 12: (A.) IHNV Infection. Bar graph showing the prevalence of infection in
analyzed fish. The collection site analyzed is listed along the X-axis and the relative
percentage is listed along the Y-axis. 15 fish from each site were analyzed, the
percentage infected is shown in red with the number infected listed within the bar. (B.)
Strip chart showing the measured copy number of IHNV in those fish that were infected.
Means are shown in orange. Standard error bars are used showing the standard error
of the mean. Number of copies of the given pathogen is listed on the Y-axis in log scale
while the location analyzed is listed on the X-axis.
Of all of the pathogens analyzed the highest number of copies was found for
IHNV. Such a result may be expected given the nature of viral replication and the
production of a large number of genomic copies, both those present in viable virions and
those that are not. This highlights a potential weakness in the quantification of
pathogens via qPCR given that the presence of genomic material does not imply
infectivity or viability.. TaqMan analysis in search of IHNV found N gene expression at
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each site analyzed, though with drastically different frequencies (Figure 12A). For
example, at MoK only a single fish was found to show any evidence of IHNV, but at BL
every single fish analyzed was infected with the virus. Apart from the frequency of
infection between fish varying, there was a fair amount of variation in the number of
copies found in each fish. While BL clearly had the highest percentage of fish infected
with IHNV, fish from the QCPOST site had almost 10-fold higher average copy number
per infected fish compared to BL. One “outlier” fish from QCPOST demonstrated the
highest measured level of IHNV presence from all 90 fish studied, with 557,000 copies
found, a whole order of magnitude higher than in any other IHNV-infected fish. Fish
entering the river at MoK had a lower average percentage of infection and a lower
average IHNV load compared to QC-PRE, while QC-POST was highest for both.

(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 13: (A.) Rs Infection. Bar graph showing the prevalence of infection in analyzed
fish. The collection site is listed along the X-axis and the relative percentage is listed
along the Y-axis. 15 fish from each site were analyzed. The percentage infected is
shown in red with the number infected listed within the bar. The percentage uninfected is
shown in green with the number uninfected listed within the bar. (B.) Strip chart showing
the measured copy number of Rs in infected individuals. Means are shown in orange.
Standard error bars are shown, indicating standard error of the mean. Number of copies
of Rs is listed on the Y-axis in log scale while the locations are listed on the X-axis.
Analysis of Rs was performed next (Figure 13). Patterns for Rs were similar to
those for IHNV, especially for BL and QC-post, which had the highest rates and loads of
both pathogens. Notably, the prevalence of Rs at all of the sites was low compared to
IHNV, with several sites (MoK, QCPRE, and ML) having only a single infected individual.
Additionally, actual copy numbers of Rs were much lower than those observed for IHNV,
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with the highest level detected being approximately 8000 copies. This difference in copy
number likely can be explained by the difference in pathological agent. There were a
large number of fish that had a relatively low level of Rs, but as the assay is specific,
even a low level of detection should be interpreted as being infected.
(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 14: (A.) Fp infection. Bar graph showing the prevalence of infection in analyzed
fish. The collection site is listed along the X-axis and the relative percentage is listed
along the Y-axis. 15 fish from each site were analyzed, the percentage infected is shown
in red with the number infected listed within the bar. The percentage uninfected is shown
in green with the number of uninfected listed within the bar. (B.) Strip chart showing the
measured copy number of Fp in infected individuals. Means are shown in orange.
Standard error bars are shown, indicating standard error of the mean. Number of copies
of the given pathogen is listed on the Y-axis in log scale while the location analyzed is
listed on the X-axis.
Analysis of Fp was conducted next (Figure 14). Of the pathogens analyzed thus
far Fp demonstrated by far the lowest frequency across all sites, as well as the lowest
average number of copies in infected individuals. Of note here is that qPCR results
indicated inconsistency between wells from the same sample. This can in part be
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attributed to the low copy numbers of the target itself given that a small number of copies
has a greater chance of being unequally distributed between replicates according to the
Poisson distribution. Only two sites demonstrated any level of infection with Fp;
QCPOST and BL. Interestingly, QCPOST and BL thus far have been positive for every
pathogen tested and in every case one of the two has been the site with the highest
number of copies and relative frequency of infected fish. Clearly QCPOST and BL fish
have a greater propensity for infection with a number of pathogens compared to other
sites studied here.
Analysis of the fourth pathological agent, AS, was performed for all sites and
samples; however, there were no indications of its presence in any of the fish tested.
While the TaqMan qPCR assay is suspected to have worked as the standard still
amplified appropriately, there were no experimental samples that amplified at all, hence
we could not verify that the assay could detect the pathogen in our fish; potentially due
to differences in AS strain.
Lastly, collected fish were examined for the presence of worms, without
identifying the species, though they are potentially members of the genus Anasakis. The
percentage of fish with visible worms was then graphed for each site, as shown in Figure
15.
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Figure 15: (A.) Bar graph showing the presence of worms in analyzed fish. The
collection site is listed along the X-axis and the relative percentage is listed along the Yaxis. 15 fish from each site were analyzed, the percentage infected is shown in red with
the number infected listed within the bar. The percentage uninfected is shown in green
with the number of uninfected listed within the bar. Data gathered for this analysis were
measured purely as a “yes” or “no” for the presence or absence of worms, respectively.
(B.) Photograph of worms in question in the peritoneal cavity of Sockeye salmon,
although not the only type of worm observed.
All pathogen infection prevalences were analyzed using a permutation-based
independence test found in the “coin” package of R (Hothorn et al. 2016; Hothorn et al.
2015) (Zeileis et al. 2008). Results of these independence tests are shown in Table V.
Additionally, copy numbers (for both infected and uninfected fish) were analyzed using
an ANOVA for any significant differences between sites, and once again a MANOVA
was used to determine if all three pathogens vary significantly between sites.
Table V – Results of Pathogen Statistical Tests

Table V: P-values are listed for a variety of statistical tests performed. Under the column
“ANOVA” an ANOVA was performed for each pathogen to analyze whether there was a
significant difference in copy number between any of the sites when looking at a single
pathogen. Under “Independence Test” a permutation based Monte Carlo Independence
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Test using 10,000 resamplings was performed to determine whether the percentages of
infection (e.g. Figure 12A) differ significantly from what would be expected if probability
of infection was independent of location. Under “MANOVA” a MANOVA was performed
looking at the copy numbers of all of the pathogens analyzed to determine if there was
variation between locations. Those values deemed significant according to an α=.05 are
highlighted in green.
No significant differences were detected between sites with regards to the copy
number of each individual pathogen measured. However, when all of the pathogens are
taken together and compared between sites there is a significant difference (via
MANOVA); between which two sites this difference exists is unknown. When looking at
the prevalence of infection between sites it is clear from the independence tests that the
presence of a given pathogen is at least in part dependent upon the location the fish was
sampled in. A significant p-value in this test indicates that the assumption of
independence of site and infection with each given pathogen is incorrect.
The same test for independence was conducted for each individual site (Table
VI).
Table VI – Results of Site-Specific Independence Tests for Pathogen Infection

Table VI: P-values are listed for a permutation based Monte Carlo Independence Test
using 10,000 resamplings of infection rate data for IHNV, Rs, Fp, and worm presence. P-
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value indicates the probability that the rates of infection recorded would be observed
given independence between site and infection. Pathogen tested is listed under the
column “pathogen”, while the p-values are listed for each pathogen at each labeled site.
P-values found to be significant at α=.05 are highlighted in green.
QCPOST and BL demonstrated the lowest p-values, indicating that presence at either of
these sites is (for the most part) not independent of infection with the measured
pathogens.
Overarching Analysis
The data gathered from these various experiments could potentially be viewed
together to draw conclusions about the differences that may exist between sampling
locations. This overall analysis was accomplished in several ways. First, the data was
plotted onto a correlation table (Figure 16) demonstrating the calculated correlations
between each of the variables measured.
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(B).
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Figure 16: Correlation table showing the relationships between multiple variables.
Variables include VH5.1, VH12, VH9, VH10, VH2, VH1.1, SecHCmu and MemHCmu fold
change measured relative to an O. nerka reference sample (#349). Variables measured
also includes the number of copies of pathogens measured (IHNV, Rs, and Fp). (A.)
Variables are listed along the X and Y axes, the square present at the convergence of
two variables represents the correlation between the two. Therefore the squares
between the same variable will have a complete positive correlation (1.0). Correlations
are listed numerically between -1.0 and 1.0, with -1.0 indicating a complete negative
correlation and 1.0 indicating a complete positive correlation. The values in between
then demonstrate correlations of various strengths (r-values). Positive correlations are
shown in varying shades of blue while negative correlations are shown in varying shades
of red according to the scale seen at the right of the table. X’s indicate non-significance
of the listed correlation. Correlation values were calculated according to the nonparametric Spearman’s Rho method. (B.) P-values are listed for each of the correlations
made in (A). Additionally, size and color of circle indicates the strength and direction of
the correlation.
When first observing the correlation table it is interesting to note that correlations
including the pathogens analyzed were rarely considered significant. There appears to
be a slight negative correlation between infection with IHNV and usage of VH9 (-0.25), as
well as between IHNV and Fp and VH2 (-0.3 and -0.19 respectively), but while significant
(p=.03, p=.01, and p=.03 respectively), they are weak correlations. There is a moderate
positive correlation between infection with BCWD and infection with IHNV (.56), which
agrees with previous observations made by others (Greg Wiens, personal
communication; (“Research - Wargo Lab” 2016)). With the exception of VH10 every VH
family appears to be positively correlated with the usage of every other VH family to
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differing degrees (r=0.56-r=0.77). Additionally, there are slight negative correlations
occurring between VH5.1 (r=-0.41), VH12 (r=-0.42), VH9 (r=-0.39), VH2 (r=-0.29), and
VH1.1 (r=-0.47) with SecHCmu. A similar correlation can be seen between these VH
families and MemHCmu with the exception that there is no significant relationship
between MemHCmu and VH2:VH5.1 (r=-0.24), VH12 (r=-0.15), VH9 (r=-0.14), VH1.1 (r=0.19). Finally, it appears that there is a moderate correlation between MemHCmu and
SecHCmu (r=0.68, p=2.8x10-13).
The data were then analyzed through the use of non-metric dimensional scaling
(NMDS); a multivariate ordination technique that simultaneously takes data from multiple
variables and plots them on a single 2-dimensional graph for aid in visualization. For this
study NMDS was performed with two different sets of data. One set included all data
gathered, while the other set limited the data to information on the fold changes of
various VH families, as well as MemHCmu and SecHCmu. The NMDS analyses can be
seen in Figure 17.
(A.)
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(B.)

Figure 17: Non-metric Dimensional Scaling (NMDS) analysis showing the relationships
between many variables. Variables measured include VH5.1, VH1.1, VH2, VH9, VH10,
VH12 fold change corrected for SecHCmu from an O. nerka reference (fish #349).
MemHCmu and SecHCmu corrected for α-tubulin from an O. nerka reference (fish
#349). Number of copies of IHNV, Rs, and Fp, as well as the presence or absence of
worms. Data was analyzed using a Bray-Curtis similarity index. Sites are identified
according to the legend accompanying both charts. Areas of particular interest are
circled in black and green. (A.) Analysis including all variables listed above. Shepard
stress plot produced a value of 0.07943, within the acceptable range. (B.) Analysis
including only VH5.1, VH1.1, VH2, VH9, VH10, VH12, MemHCmu, and SecHCmu. Shepard
stress plot produced a value of 0.1661, within the acceptable range.
NMDS plots are often useful for the visualization of how variables cause data
points to group together relative to each other. Generally, those points observed closer
together demonstrate data that are more similar to each other than those points that are
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seen further away. While there is some degree of subjectivity in this type of analysis,
there is still value in being able to visualize relationships like this. In the current study we
are interested in evaluating the similarities and differences between locations. As such,
the data used in this analysis were identified according to location. Each individual color
and/or shape indicates a different site analyzed. Circles surround groupings of samples
that correspond with individual sampling sites. The closer the individual points are
grouped the more alike they are to each other, demonstrating potential similarities that
exist between samples within sites, and differences that exist between sites.
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DISCUSSION
While the mechanistic understanding of salmon homing has improved in past
years (Ueda 2011), the scientific community is in many ways no closer to understanding
why such a costly and challenging life history exists. The Immunological Imprinting
Hypothesis provides an explanation for this evolved behavior. While it is likely that many
physical and biological aspects of spawning sites vary, pathogens would contribute a
great deal toward their uniqueness. Just as distinct pathogens elicit different antibody
responses, distinct sites will presumably elicit different patterns of antibody responses. If
anadromous fish were encountering these “pathogen fingerprints” for the first time as
adults, it would be reasonable to expect that the fish would produce a novel immune
response. In reality, however, the ability to produce novel immune responses is limited
due to hormonal changes in migrating salmon. It is advantageous then that anadromous
fish return to sites that they have inhabited before (their natal grounds), and thus return
to pathogens that they have been exposed to as juveniles. As a result of this previous
exposure returning fish will have developed immunological memory against the
pathogen fingerprint unique to their spawning sites, giving them and their offspring a
survival advantage if they return to their natal body of water. As such, we have
hypothesized that the mechanism of chemical imprinting might have been driven by the
advantage of proper immunological “imprinting” (Zwollo 2012).
The focus of this thesis research was to investigate the Immunological Imprinting
Hypothesis. Through qPCR-based analysis of both the antibody usage patterns (“the
antibody fingerprint”), as well as pathogen infection patterns (a measure of “the
pathogen fingerprint”), several significant differences between fish, dependent on their
specific spawning site were shown. The antibody fingerprints were determined in the
anterior kidney, while the pathogen fingerprints were investigated using the spleen.
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Patterns of Membrane and Secreted Heavy Chain Mu Expression
Long-lived plasma cells stored in the anterior kidney are thought to be
maintained throughout the life span of salmon, including the spawning journey
(Schouten et al. 2013). Continuing from this work, in the present study the levels of
membrane heavy chain mu transcripts (MemHCmu) and secreted heavy chain mu
transcripts (SecHCmu) were analyzed. MemHCmu expression was quite variable
between fish and there were no significant differences between sites. SecHCmu
expression was relatively constant with no significant differences between sites,
although EFG had 3-4 fold higher average SecHCmu expression relative to the other
sites.
Based on our previous study (Schouten et al. 2013), we had expected to see a
relative decrease in MemHCmu expression as fish approach their spawning site, while
simultaneously observing little to no change in SecHCmu expression. The lack of
significant differences between SecHCmu expression at different sites was as expected;
however, we did not observe the expected decrease in MemHCmu, possibly the result of
variation produced as a result of sampling extremely outbred populations of fish.
Analysis of the ratio of SecHCmu to MemHCmu transcripts did not show any significant
differences between sites.
Differences in VH Family Usage Varies Between Families and Locations
To determine the versatility inherent in immunoglobulin production we examined
the VH family usage of individual fish at different sampling sites. Usage of six VH families
was examined between sites; VH1.1, VH2, VH5.1, VH9, VH10, and VH12. Not every site
showed significant differences in VH usage for each VH family, but this may be expected
given that VH family usage is a very broad way to analyze the antibody fingerprint. In the
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future we may find additional differences by examining specific VH sequences within
each family, and/or DH or JH segment usage. As it stands, analysis of VH families may be
too broad to observe all of the differences that may exist between immune responses at
different sites.
Clear differences were found between sites for four of the six VH families
analyzed; VH1.1, VH2, VH5.1, and VH12 (Figure 9). Many of the differences observed
were focused around comparisons to a single location, but for different VH families at
different sites. For example, VH5.1 usage differed significantly between ML and QCPRE,
BL, and EFG, while VH1.1 usage differed significantly between MoK and QCPRE,
QCPOST, BL, and EFG. Additionally, for VH12, ML was significantly different from every
other location sampled. Vh2 showed the most variability in usage between sites.
While several of the sampling sites were part of the same spawning run (MoK,
QCPRE, QCPOST), BL, ML, and EFG were part of completely different runs. BL, while
geographically somewhat close to the Kenai run, is actually part of a different spawning
run that enters from Resurrection Bay. This means that fish could theoretically be
exposed to different environmental variables. Likewise, ML and EFG are both part of the
Copper River run, located several hundred miles from the Kenai run. Hence, a larger
distance between locations might be expected to produce different environments,
leading to different VH patterns.
The VH2 usage patterns were noteworthy for having the most significant
relationships of any single VH family analysis, with many of the differences observed
between MoK and ML. Further, VH2 usage also showed significant differences between
genders, while most other VH families did not. Such a difference may indicate a
difference in the type of pathogens that affect males vs. females or a potential difference
in the response to pathogens. Additionally, differences in VH usage between males from
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QCPRE and QCPOST exist (Table III). When this is tested a significant difference is
evident in VH12 usage (p=.023).
There was only one instance where a single sampling site was significantly
different from every other sampling site; the aforementioned VH12 comparison driven by
ML. From a broad view it may be surprising that ML was significantly different from EFG
as both are part of the same spawning run. However, EFG and ML are actually many
miles apart, meaning that in many ways this comparison is like a comparison between
two spawning sites.
MoK demonstrated significant differences relative to many locations for several
VH families. As the beginning of a spawning run this pattern can be attributed to the idea
that there are technically fish from many different eventual spawning locations present.
Each of these individual spawning locations should theoretically have a very specific
fingerprint of VH usage. However, at the start of a spawning run when viewed at the
population level these differences would result in a much wider variation than would be
observed at the individual spawning sites themselves. In fact, when looking at the
individual comparisons of the VH families between sites it is interesting to note that the
standard error bars shown are almost always highest for the MoK site, indicating the
most variation of any sampling site.
The VH2 usage patterns were noteworthy for having the most significant
relationships of any single VH family analysis. Neither VH10 nor VH9 usage patterns
produce significant comparisons between any two sites. This could mean that VH10
and/or VH9 are so critical to the immune response that they are necessary for survival of
all fish. Another possibility is that there is a single, ubiquitous pathogenic agent at all of
the sampling sites analyzed, meaning that across all of the sites analyzed there would
be a similar production of these families to combat it. Conversely, usage of VH9 and
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VH10 could be of little consequence in terms of a response to pathogens and its usage
doesn’t matter in the sites we sampled. Certain individuals within sites produce these VH
families at enhanced rates, but with the sample size used in this study I was unable to
establish whether those individuals represented real differences. For example, VH10
appeared to have the lowest levels of usage of any of the VH families analyzed; except in
a few fish. These fish were exclusively found at MoK and were at least 1-2 fold higher
than the rest of the sites. High production of VH10 could potentially be a critical part of
the antibody fingerprint from (a) different site(s) not included in this study.
In addition to standard error being highest at MoK, standard error appears to
decrease when moving to the QCPRE sampling location, and again in post-spawned fish
from QC (QCPOST). It is possible that this narrowing of the standard error represents
the gradual focusing of the hypothesized antibody fingerprint. MoK would potentially
have the highest variability. The majority of fish designated QCPRE are likely to have
successfully navigated back to their natal stream, but there are potentially fish sampled
here that have reached the wrong destination. These “stray” fish in turn are likely to have
antibody fingerprints different from those fish that hatched in QC, and thus are less able
to deal with the pathogens present. When sampled these stray fish may produce the
variability observed. QCPOST fish are those that have successfully spawned. Fish
categorized as QCPOST exhibited the least variability in VH usage compared to QCPRE
and MoK because they returned to the correct spawning site. “Stray” fish included in the
QCPRE population may have died before reproducing due to their lack of an effective
antibody fingerprint, leaving behind those fish that had successfully navigated to their
natal stream and possessed an effective antibody fingerprint. This pattern is most easily
observed when looking at VH9 usage, but is still somewhat visible when looking at VH1.1
and VH10. Alternatively, fish categorized as QCPRE may be able to physically use a
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broader range of VH families, while those from QCPOST may not physically be able to
produce a varied VH repertoire.
The Prevalence of Pathogen Infection is Dependent in Part on Location
Every individual analyzed for VH usage patterns was also analyzed for the
presence of four pathogens, IHNV, Fp, Rs, and AS. Additionally, the presence or
absence of parasitic worms in the body cavity was determined and recorded. All
pathogens analyzed were found at the highest percentages in fish at QCPOST and BL.
While it might be expected that QCPOST would have a high level of infection with a
variety of pathogens given that these fish are likely to have been exposed to the
pathogens along the Kenai run for the longest period of time, and are dying, the
percentages of infection at BL are somewhat of a surprise. BL, while a spawning site, is
also a managed hatchery utilizing artificial fertilization methods. Previous studies have
noted that hatchery practices can lead to decreased genetic variation, which in turn can
potentially lead to increased susceptibility to pathogens (Peters and Turner 2008). A lack
of genetic diversity at BL then could explain the higher than average rates of infection.
However, as BL is the only site sampled from this particular spawning run it is also
possible that the prevalence of the analyzed pathogens is perhaps naturally higher than
in other runs.
Another potential explanation for BL’s high rates of infection pertains to the
methods used to rear the fish. BL hatchery fish are actually raised using water from the
Kenai River. This means that juveniles at the hatchery may be forming an antibody
fingerprint effective against Kenai run pathogens, but not against pathogens found in
their natural spawning site: BL. As a result, when these fish return to spawn it is possible
that the lack of a proper antibody fingerprint results in abnormally high rates of infection.
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Infection rates. In the Kenai run there was a clear increase in pathogen infection
rate for fish at their spawning site (QC). IHNV infection rates were lowest at MoK,
increased for prespawning fish, and were the highest in post-spawned fish. This trend
could be caused by prolonged exposure to pathogens, or simply selection for individuals
tolerant toward infection. This approaches the idea of tolerance vs. resistance.
Tolerance is the capability of a fish to survive with a pathogen load, while resistance is
the active reduction of the pathogen load. While arguably the most obvious way to
combat infection is through resistance, tolerance can also be a successful strategy.
What’s more, tolerance has been proven to be heritable, as well as influenced by
environmental conditions (Blanchet, Rey, and Loot 2010). As fish approach their
spawning site they may come into closer contact with other fish who may already be
infected and thus infection is all but unavoidable.
Both sites from the Copper River run; EFG and ML, have relatively low levels of
infection for all pathogens analyzed. As at least one of these sites (ML) is a spawning
site one might expect there to be a reasonable level of infection given the trend seen
from the Kenai run; however, this does not appear to be the case.
Of the pathogens analyzed IHNV was found at every site, although infection
levels varied widely between sites, but including MoK; confirming previous studies
suggesting that IHNV infection is evident in fish from saltwater (Traxler et al. 1997;
Traxler et al. 1993). Rs was also found at every site, although at lower rates, and Fp was
found at only two sites (QCPOST and BL). While the reason for differing infection rates
is unclear, what is clear is that probability of infection is in part dependent on the site the
fish was sampled from. Analysis of site-specific independence of infection rates
suggests that QCPOST and BL are most likely to represent a dependence of infection
on location. This likely occurs as a result of the high infection rates at these sites when
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compared to other sampling sites. Lack of significance at other sites may simply indicate
a need for an increased number of sampling sites and samples.
Pathogen loads. Pathogen loads in many ways mirrored pathogen infection
rates. For the Kenai run, IHNV copy number increased as fish approached spawning
(QCPOST). Copy numbers are highest at QCPOST and BL, just as the infection rates
are highest at these two sites. IHNV copies in ML and EFG fish, while mirroring the
infection rate (ML being higher than EFG), are quite different despite being from the
same run. This in turn reflects the distances between, and the differences possible,
between two sites from the same spawning run. Copy numbers of Rs appear in many
ways to follow what is seen with IHNV. The highest number of copies seen was from BL,
followed by QCPOST, with most other spawning sites demonstrating relatively low copy
numbers. Fp continues this trend to an even greater degree. Fp was observed at the
lowest level of any pathogen analyzed (except As). Fp was only seen in QCPOST and
BL and the number of copies rarely exceeded 100 (Figure 14B). It is possible that the Fp
loads at these two locations indicates a geographic bias for its distribution; perhaps Fp
has not reached the other locations yet. QCPOST demonstrates clear infection with Fp,
but there are no samples with Fp infection from either MoK or QCPRE. One might think
that if the Fp loads are so high at QCPOST we might observe it in fish earlier in the run.
Possibly Fp exists in a reservoir organism at the QC site (such as Rainbow trout or Dolly
Varden), thus when fish arrive they become infected. Alternatively, infection may occur
early on in the run but the bacteria may not have reached detectable levels before the
fish have spawned. The three sites along the Kenai run broadly demonstrated a
relationship between distance travelled and pathogen loads. As fish approached
QCPOST pathogen loads increased; however, The Kenai run includes only three
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collection sites, and of those only two are geographically distinct so any true correlation
is not clear.
Parasitic worms. Analysis of visible parasitic worm infestation demonstrated a
clear divide between those sites that are part of the Kenai run and those that are not. All
of the sites from the Kenai run demonstrated a very high rate of infestation with parasitic
worms while those sites sampled from other runs did not (Figure 15). Conditions in the
Kenai run may simply be more conducive to worm growth and infestation than other
runs. Alternatively, a necessary intermediate host may not be available in the spawning
runs where we do not observe worms. In either case, proper identification would be
necessary before investigation of the cause of this disparity could take place.
It is very interesting to note that MoK had a relatively high rate of infection
despite being the first site of a run. All of the fish that enter the Kenai run enter from the
Mouth of the Kenai, and all fish sampled from MoK are coming directly from the ocean,
leading to the question of where the worms actually come from. Worm infection may
happen earlier in life, meaning that the fish must live with a persistent worm infection for
the majority of their lives. This in turn may help to explain why the rates of infection of
various pathogens are so high from sites along the Kenai run; chronic worm infections
may wear down the immune system and make the animals susceptible to attack from
pathogens (Petney and Andrews 1998; Fenton 2013). However, both QCPOST and BL
demonstrated the highest rates of infection with all of the pathogens analyzed, but
QCPOST has a high rate of worm infection while BL does not.
Total VH Usage Analysis
Analysis of individual VH family usage doesn’t necessarily investigate the patterns
present at the sampling sites. To more accurately visualize the overall differences in VH
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usage patterns between sites the relative fold changes of each VH family were plotted on
pie charts (Figure 11). Each pie chart only takes into account the fold change of the VH
family relative to the other VH families from that individual site, but since the fold changes
are calculated from a single reference fish the values are standardized to some degree.
Regardless of the actual level of usage VH9 was always used at the highest relative
frequency, at times constituting more than half of the antibody fingerprint. Additionally,
VH2 usage appears to be reasonably low across all sites. VH10 varies widely between
sites, constituting a fairly large portion of the MoK fingerprint, while being almost nonexistent at any of the other sites. This suggests that VH10 may have greater use against
saltwater pathogens relative to freshwater pathogens. VH12 constitutes a similar
proportion of the antibody fingerprint across all sites, and the same can be seen with
VH1.1, although with more variation. VH5.1 also differs greatly between sites, most
notably within the sites of the Kenai run. At the mouth of the Kenai run VH5.1 represents
a relatively small portion of the fingerprint. This portion increases at QCPRE and again in
the post-spawned fish of QC. This may demonstrate the importance of VH5.1 retention
as fish approach the QC spawning site.
While the pie charts do not inherently include fold changes between sites, the
calculations involving MANOVA and Hotelling-T2 tests do (Table IV). Significant
differences were found between many of the spawning sites analyzed, but not between
spawning sites and MoK. The majority of comparisons involving two spawning sites were
significantly different when all VH family usages are taken into account. This indicates
that the fish from these sites produce antibody responses that differ significantly from
one another. MoK may not produce significant comparisons because it represents the
mouth of a spawning run, and thus has a much broader overall VH usage. A lack of a
significant difference between QCPRE and QCPOST was expected as these fish are at
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the same spawning site. If VH usage is largely dictated by environmental variables these
fish should have close to the same antibody fingerprint. The remaining two spawning site
comparisons that were not significantly different both included BL. While the comparison
between BL and EFG was not significantly different (p=.0097), indicating a reasonable
similarity, the comparison between BL and QCPOST displayed the highest p-value of
any comparison (p=0.48), indicating that the two sites are likely very similar in the VH
patterns measured.
Probability of infection with a pathogen was at least partially dictated by
spawning location (Table V); certain sites had a higher chance of infection than others.
However, this did not necessarily result in a shift in VH usage patterns. There are a
number of reasons why differences observed in the antibody fingerprint may not be
observed in the analysis of the pathogen fingerprint. Most obviously, it is possible that
the pathogens analyzed were not representative of the entire pathogen fingerprint of a
given site. The pathogens analyzed in this study, while intended to include certain wellknown infectious agents, are by no means a complete measure of the pathogen
fingerprint of a given spawning site. While changes to the antibody fingerprint can be
ascertained via analysis of variation in the same VH families, analysis of the pathogen
fingerprint through analysis of infection patterns must single out specific pathogens for
analysis. This means that it is more likely to observe differences at the level of antibody
fingerprint than at the level of pathogen fingerprint when using this approach.
In the future it may be worthwhile to conduct RAPD-PCR analysis of viral
communities at different sites. RAPD-PCR uses a non-specific primer to amplify any viral
sequences that are present in a sample. These amplified sequences are then run on a
gel and a distinct pattern is observed based on which viral sequences are amplified, and
how well those sequences are amplified. While this method does not specifically identify
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viruses present, it could illustrate differences that exist between sites. This procedure
would likely be performed on water samples from the selected site, giving a more direct
evaluation of what viruses are present. This method has been used to effectively identify
changes in viral community structure in freshwater in the past (Williamson et al. 2014).
However, this method evaluates a broad swath of the viral community, meaning that it is
not limited to those viruses that are pathogenic towards fish. Therefore much of the
variation observed may not directly affect the salmon.
Incorporation of the pathogen data becomes especially interesting in evaluating
the QCPOST vs. BL comparison. As previously mentioned the QCPOST vs. BL VH
usage comparison produced a p-value of 0.48, indicating that the two sites are
seemingly very similar in antibody composition. QCPOST and BL were also found to
have the highest infection rates and loads for the pathogens analyzed out of all of the
sampling sites. It is possible that the high rates of infection with these specific pathogens
are associated with the specific antibody fingerprints at the two sites. In other words, a
similarity in pathogen fingerprint could lead to a similarity in antibody fingerprint. As
mentioned previously, if we aren’t looking at the correct array of pathogens then we are
likely to encounter difficulties in attempting to define a pathogen fingerprint. At these two
sites the pathogens analyzed may represent a significant portion of the pathogen
fingerprint. So theoretically similarities in pathogen fingerprint may produce similarities in
antibody fingerprint. Conversely, the differences observed in antibody fingerprint may
represent differences in the pathogen fingerprints that can’t be seen looking for these
specific pathogens. The pathogen fingerprints of these two sites likely are not identical,
they just demonstrate similarities when these select pathogens are the measure of the
difference.
Grouping According to Pathogen Presence
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NMDS analysis using all data gathered (Mem/Sec/VH/Pathogen/Worms) shows
several groupings of points. It appears that the majority of samples from EFG are
grouped together rather tightly (circled in black). Additionally, there is a grouping that
migrates far to the right relative to all of the other points (circled in green). These points
are almost exclusively part of the QCPOST and BL sites. When compared to the chart
including only Mem/Sec/VH data (Figure 17B) this migration to the right does not occur,
indicating that the movement to the right is caused primarily by the pathogen data.
Knowing the rates of infection at QCPOST and BL this may be expected, but even
without the pathogen data the QCPOST and BL points are still relatively grouped
together. This in itself lends support for the idea of an antibody fingerprint. Even without
the pathogen data included the effect is such on the VH usage that the two sites that
demonstrated the greatest rates of infection are more like each other than all other
sampled sites
An important point to consider here is that if juveniles are exposed to pathogens
earlier in life they should theoretically have resistance to those pathogens later in life.
The question then becomes, if there is an antibody fingerprint in response to the
pathogen fingerprint, why are so many of the fish found to be infected? It is possible that
given none of the fish are going to survive spawning it may be advantageous to develop
an antibody fingerprint that, while not capable of effective resistance to pathogens, is
able to increase the tolerance of the fish to the pathogens so that they can survive long
enough to spawn. This would explain why at certain sites a large percentage of fish are
infected while still presenting an antibody fingerprint.
Grouping According to VH Usage
When pathogen data are not included several groupings of points can be
observed. First, near to the center of the chart (circled in orange) the points representing
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EFG are grouped together, while to the right the points of ML and MoK are grouped
together (circled in black). These groupings indicate that these fish share characteristics;
making them more like fish from the same location than from other locations. This in turn
means that spawning location is a critical factor affecting the variables being measured.
If spawning location were not an important factor we would expect to observe an
essentially homogeneous mixture of points, with all of the different colors and shapes
being evenly dispersed.
Interestingly, the points representing QCPRE appear to be broadly distributed
across the plot. This could potentially indicate that the variables measured at QCPRE
demonstrated a wide degree of variance that prevented fish from being seen as similar
to each other. Additionally, the grouping of ML and MoK is quite puzzling. While we do
expect the points to group with other points from the same site, we do not necessarily
expect the points of two different sites to group so strongly with each other. MoK and ML
should theoretically be quite different; MoK is the start of a spawning run, while ML is a
spawning point from an entirely different spawning run. However, it is possible that this
comigration may occur as a result of the large amount of variance inherent in MoK
samples. On the other hand, MoK and ML fish may display similar VH usage and
MemHCmu/SecHCmu patterns despite their differences in location. The cause of such a
similarity is unknown, but perhaps an additional pathogen not analyzed in this study
could be present at both sites and influence these fish to display similar characteristics.
Visible Correlations
The significant correlations from the correlation table offer an interesting insight
into the interaction of the variables measured in this study. The VH families (with the
exception of VH10) are all correlated with each other to varying degrees (r=0.46-r=0.77).
This may mean that if the fish is still able to produce antibodies with VH gene segments
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from one VH family, they are likely able to produce antibodies using gene segments from
other VH families. Perhaps high levels of VH family usage indicates enhanced survival of
the cells that are producing the antibodies. However, there is a negative correlation
between all of the VH families (except VH10) and secreted and membrane expression. If
the positive correlation observed between VH families is a result of the population of
antibody producing cells, we would expect to observe a positive correlation between at
least SecHCmu and the VH families, however the opposite is true. The negative
correlation between each of the VH families and SecHCmu expression could suggest
that production of each of the individual VH families results in a decreased need for
secreted IgM. In other words, increases in “effective” VH family usage reduces the total
amount of SecHCmu expression necessary, because the individual VH families are
better able to successfully deal with the immune challenge.
MemHCmu transcripts are mostly generated by resting B cells. The slight
negative correlation observed between MemHCmu expression and the individual VH
families could indicate that when individual VH family usage is high for production of
SecHCmu by (long-lived) plasma cells, relative levels of MemHCmu, expressed on nonstimulated B cells, is low.
It is interesting to see that there is a slight, though significant, negative
correlation between VH9 and IHNV, and between VH2 and IHNV and BCWD. In the case
of VH9 this indicates that a higher usage level of VH9 results in a lower level of IHNV
measured. For VH2 it appears that a higher level of VH2 usage results in lower IHNV and
lower BCWD. These correlations could represent the basis for understanding a proper
immune response towards two of the pathogens analyzed.
There was a reasonably strong correlation between SecHCmu and MemHCmu
expression (r=0.68), suggesting that expression of these two is linked. This could
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potentially be explained in the general health of the fish being analyzed. Fish that are
capable of producing MemHCmu are also able to produce SecHCmu and vice versa. On
the other hand, those fish that are potentially less healthy at the time of sampling might
lack the cells needed to produce either MemHCmu or SecHCmu. As we cannot
distinguish between mature resting B cells (mem+), plasmablasts (mem+/sec+), and
plasma cells (sec+) using this method of analysis, additional flow cytometric data are
needed. Finally, there appears to be a relatively strong correlation (r=0.56) between
IHNV and Fp indicating that there is a tendency for coinfection with these two pathogens
in the wild. Interestingly, this correlation has been observed by others (Greg Wiens,
personal communication, (“Research - Wargo Lab” 2016)
Conclusions and Future Directions
Taken together my research suggests answers for some questions while
simultaneously posing numerous additional ones. The antibody fingerprints of many of
the spawning locations sampled were indeed different – as predicted by the
Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis. These differences appear to exist both at the
antibody level, as well as at the pathogen level. While the differences in VH usage
patterns observed might be expected, this study does not directly assess whether these
patterns are a result of production of LLPC’s in juvenile fish. Additionally, I have not
ascertained whether fish that stray to different spawning sites experience higher rates of
mortality than those fish that successfully return to their natal site. While certainly
interesting questions, the logistical hurdles associated with monitoring anadromous fish
throughout their life cycles are considerable.
In the future, information gathered through long-term analysis following fish
through their lives (perhaps through the use of radio tags or other means) would be
invaluable. Fish could be analyzed from fry to spawning and clear conclusions could be
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drawn with regards to the specificity of VH usage patterns throughout the lives of
individual fish. Additionally, continued collection of samples to further define the
antibody fingerprints associated with different spawning sites would be quite useful.
More data could allow for continued evaluation of potential changes in antibody
fingerprints over time; and perhaps in response to potential environmental perturbations
– events that are likely only to increase in frequency. While the current study only
analyzed four distinct pathogens, there are likely a wide variety of other significant
pathogens affecting wild fish. Increasing the number of pathogens analyzed and
increasing the number of fish samples would enhance our ability to investigate
correlations that might exist between pathogens and the VH families used to combat
them.
The Immunological Imprinting Hypothesis suggests an answer to a question that
has been around since humans first observed anadromy in nature. While this research
does not conclusively prove the hypothesis true, my data support the hypothesis in that
different spawning sites demonstrate unique patterns of antibody usage, suggesting that
the fish are responding to pathogens unique to those sites.
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Appendix.
Supplementary Table I.

VH12

VH9

VH10

VH2

VH1.1

IHNV SPL
Copy
Worms Secreted Membrane Number

Sample Site

Gender VH5.1

361

BL

Female 0.395934 0.190342 0.463294 0.073302 0.072796 0.188156 0

3.024437 0.331405 132.6

362

BL

Female 0.276752 0.401461 2.089754 0.001931 0.123564 0.225313 0

363

BL

364

Rs SPL
Fp - SPL IN Copy
Copy
Copy
Number Number Number Year
0

0

2013

0.381565 0.061925 7583.333 11.81

4.696

0

2013

Female 0.40239 0.383332 0.899171 0.066523 0.269807 0.332171 0

0.664343 1.295342 14390

5845

1.36

0

2013

BL

Female 0.814131 0.888843 2.17347 0.003808 0.139984 0.933033 0

0.240927 0.218141 63.32

7757

0

0

2013

365

BL

Male

0.586417 0.695762 1.681793 0.112396 0.152477 0.451668 0

0.597358 1.130269 199.4

127.7

0

0

2013

366

BL

Male

0.672062 0.460094 0.954842 0.014445 0.075887 0.350301 0

0.680657 1.855318 301.62

29.8

0

0

2013

550

BL

Female 0.143919 0.120185 0.526072 0.035814 0.127922 0.150726 0

2.1386

0.366868 1063

0

4.77

0

2015

551

BL

Female 0.697372 0.113702 0.681444 0.006479 0.261824 0.740549 0

0.842842 0.097171 41.31

0

0

0

2015

552

BL

Female 0.371989 0.178006 0.82932 0.054409 0.163044 0.378929 0

1.292353 0.17234

0

0

0

2015

553

BL

Female 0.254664 0.094296 0.582367 0.007494 0.173941 0.271057 0

1.217004 0.289841 785.7

0

0

0

2015

554

BL

Female 0.260616 0.199344 0.350301 0.022457 0.181747 0.312083 0

1.60956

0

0

0

2015

555

BL

Male

0.420448 0.230047 0.054788 0.002022 0.12385 0.021246 0

1.178267 0.171744 5.49

0

0

0

2015

556

BL

Male

0.138696 0.120463 0.257028 0.037508 0.074497 0.206374 0

0.632878 0.106088 1569

279

0

0

2015

557

BL

Male

0.100134 0.106579 0.381565 0.002031 0.048361 0.240371 0

0.579682 0.094078 88.21

0

0

0

2015

558

BL

Male

0.288505 0.222211 0.517632 0.007529 0.092355 0.469761 1

0.345079 0.115957 131.1

0

0

0

2015

332

MLPRE

Male

2.027919 2.07053 1.24545 0.018841 0.543367 0.63728 0

0.013634 0.014478 0

0

0

0

2013

80

2.63

0.422396 54060

3.05

333

MLPRE

Male

334

MLPRE

490

2.271009 1.990779 1.183724 0.020333 0.53465 1.401204 0

0.037163 0.014612 316.7

0

0

0

2013

Female 1.981601 1.658639 1.569168 0.036991 0.293887 1.154019 0

0.016064 0.009291 7.19

0

0

0

2013

MLPRE

Male

1.233992 0.370274 0.97041 0.012633 0.329877 2.123828 0

0.000115 6.65E-05

0

0

0

0

2014

491

MLPRE

Male

1.22264 0.950439 5.566099 0.036906 1.453973 1.617015 0

2.98E-05 2.87E-05

0

6

0

0

2014

492

MLPRE

Female 1.257013 0.743979 7.638733 0.002444 2.378414 2.1386

0.716978 0.553504 0

0

0

0

2014

493

MLPRE

Male

0.7457

0.309212 0

0

0

0

2014

494

MLPRE

Female 3.538979 1.140764 4.510644 0.040667 0.831238 1.180993 0

0.289841 0.159689 0

0

0

0

2014

495

MLPRE

Female 2.841527 1.725084 2.560928 0.003529 1.081725 1.353474 0

0.380684 0.204948 0

0

0

0

2014

496

MLPRE

Female 3.182146 1.310393 2.394957 0.025149 0.89296 1.164734 0

0.441351 0.302848 0

0

0

0

2014

498

MLPRE

Female 2.719485 0.939523 5.302478 0.002687 1.154019 1.453973 0

0.160058 0.120185 0

0

0

0

2014

525

MLPRE

Female 1.251218 0.484085 1.420764 0.080959 0.903335 0.988514 0

0.103905 0.136156 78.24

0

0

0

2015

526

MLPRE

Male

0.710382 0.189903 10.69

0

0

0

2015

527

MLPRE

Female 1.286395 0.326088 0.355191 0.050299 0.175962 0.300756 0

0.003065 0.00135

139.4

0

0

0

2015

528

MLPRE

Male

0.351111 0.274206 8.49531 0.020665 0.175962 0.298679 0

0.297302 0.0625

0

0

0

0

2015

225

QCPRE

Male

0.907121 0.133296 0.166013 0.00242 0.041599 0.085735 1

0.5042

0.029792 0

0

0

0

2012

226

QCPRE

Female 1.780028 0.156247 4.403244 0.000477 0.151274 0.17098 0

0.40084

0.021487 0

1.88

0

0

2012

227

QCPRE

Female 0.865297 0.177751 0.853384 0.018512 0.130724 0.145383 1

0.021391 0.001109 0

0

0

0

2012

228

QCPRE

Male

0.628666 0.273643 0.415725 0.000447 0.03683 0.162334 1

0.33948

0

0

0

2012

229

QCPRE

Male

0.642351 0.09817 0.259073 3.89E-05 0.016155 0.020974 0

1.799588 0.067697 0

0

0

0

2012

455

QCPRE

Female 0.692555 0.121582 0.965936 0.000541 0.087575 0.279968 0

1.725084 0.279968 181.1

0

0

0

2014

461

QCPRE

Female 1.594753 0.838956 1.94082 0.002333 0.149685 1.079228 1

0.48971

0

0

0

2014

0

2.056228 1.292353 1.794191 0.00087 0.643197 0.862542 0

0.4954

0.529732 0.289172 0.043485 0.340722 0.225313 0

81

0.02717

14.61

0.243164 0

463

QCPRE

Female 1.654811 0.421421 0.780967 0.005732 0.293209 0.125579 0

0.707107 0.733736 30.47

0

0

0

2014

571

QCPRE

Female 0.366021 0.117984 0.607097 0.00456 0.133046 0.231647 1

1.084227 0.243726 0

0

0

0

2015

572

QCPRE

Male

0.156764 0.181747 5.278032 0.165702 0.08362 0.170755 1

0.469761 0.103905 0

0

0

0

2015

574

QCPRE

Male

0.922316 0.181747 0.449585 0.050883 0.066986 0.282567 1

1.689582 0.245421 0

0

0

0

2015

575

QCPRE

Female 0.779165 0.158952 0.260616 0.030678 0.083235 0.202127 1

0.006244 0.000686 106.8

0

0

0

2015

576

QCPRE

Male

0.702222 0.280616 0.6167

0

0

0

2015

578

QCPRE

Female 0.385108 0.261219 4.913213 0.004007 0.103665 0.128812 1

2.084932 0.339151 0

0

0

0

2015

579

QCPRE

Male

0.496546 0.052073 9434

0

0

0

2015

371

QCPOST Female 0.366021 0.366021 0.174343 0.147283 0.066986 0.136787 1

1.844632 0.246558 36060

79.76

4.42

0

2013

372

QCPOST Male

0.533416 0.582367 0.293887 0.012062 0.055424 0.227405 1

0.248847 0.043485 246.9

206.1

59.126

0

2013

373

QCPOST Male

0.515246 0.463294 0.370274 0.044915 0.272312 0.34151 1

1.372367 1.725084 1073

15.56

0

0

2013

374

QCPOST Female 0.672062 0.493116 0.795536 0.048585 0.419478 0.388683 1

1.162046 0.242043 29810

28.56

1.213

0

2013

456

QCPOST Female 4.702192 1.091768 0.650671 0.002794 0.6846

0.790041 1

0.036736 0.003988 373.3

0

199.033 0

2014

457

QCPOST Male

3.301984 0.590496 1.936341 0.002449 0.129109 0.756109 1

2.042024 0.390483 143.4

0

0

0

2014

458

QCPOST Female 0.002668 0.000941 2.07053 0.00123 0.000538 0.390483 1

0.009866 0.0014

0

3.926667 0

2014

459

QCPOST Male

1.280464 0.411796 0

0

0

0

2014

460

QCPOST Female 1.628263 0.866537 0.858565 0.013292 0.153893 0.41851 1

1.186463 0.197967 48.8

0

1.296667 0

2014

462

QCPOST Female 0.025442 0.006479 0.016326 1.36E-05 0.004196 0.005025 1

118.0565 0.259415 537

0

2.09

0

2014

464

QCPOST Male

1.914101 0.355191 0.366021 0.014082 0.168404 0.223756 1

0.899171 0.224274 1516

0

0.196

0

2014

161

MoK

?

3.697799 0.41466 2.657372 0.206851 0.433269 0.935191 0

0.390483 0.257623 0

0

0

0

2011

162

MoK

Male

1.074253 2.40605 17.18804 12.32344 1.125058 5.869889 0

0.000699 0.003645 0

0

0

0

2011

0.609909 0.225313 0.289172 0.039282 0.120463 0.206851 1

0.605696 0.278677 4.901874 0.00499 0.177186 0.205898 1

0.096055 0.087171 0.074842 9.89E-05 0.069509 0.036567 0
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1752

163

MoK

Male

0.002285 0.00135 22.62742 0.056983 4.208579 8.876556 1

0.371131 0.496546 0

0

0

0

2011

164

MoK

Male

0.381565 0.222211 0.324585 0.048585 0.192999 0.334482 1

0.02024

0.009099 0

0

0

0

2011

165

MoK

Male

0.310644 0.102238 0.548412 0.043285 0.090454 0.324585 1

0.006346 0.002027 0

0

0

0

2011

340

MoK

Female 0.045227 0.00525 0.228458 0.002238 0.073983 0.066064 0

21.95788 10.31496 0

0

0

0

2013

341

MoK

Female 0.512871 0.508152 2.854689 0.003464 1.474269 1.057018 0

0.00822

0.005002 0

0

0

0

2013

342

MoK

Female 1.248331 0.961483 2.894538 0.004624 1.159364 1.909683 1

1.265757 0.304955 0

0

0

0

2013

343

MoK

Male

0.029701 0.001962 0.130007 0.004425 0.080959 0.051237 0

3.045474 0.279968 0

0

0

0

2013

344

MoK

Male

1.219819 0.463294 2.234574 0.003424 0.761368 1.681793 1

1.681793 7.22E-05

0

0

0

0

2013

345

MoK

Male

1.697408 0.868541 2.060984 0.002197 0.97716 1.023374 1

0.858565 0.000375 0

0

0

0

2013

346

MoK

Female 0.582367 0.502316 1.874709 0.002846 0.624165 0.844791 1

0.68302

0

0

0

2013

347

MoK

Male

0.409897 1.047294 0.8368

0

0

0

2013

348

MoK

Female 1.725084 1.242575 2.688249 2.537369 0.76313 1.914101 1

0.284533 0.607097 0

0

0

0

2013

349

MoK

Female 1

1

1.68

0

0

2013

327

EFG

Male

0.621288 0.226356 0.4469

0

0

0

2013

329

EFG

Female 0.300062 0.230579 2.123828 0.216634 0.268874 0.217638 0

6.932296 1.785919 0

0

0

0

2013

331

EFG

Male

1.42405

0

0

0

2013

466

EFG

Female 1.54043 0.404254 1.617015 0.014816 0.459032 0.614152 0

0.049721 0.030046 0.9195

0

0

0

2014

467

EFG

Male

2.318728 0.573024 1.666321 0.01278 0.720298 0.771997 0

0.023848 0.018841 0

0

0

0

2014

469

EFG

Male

0.868541 0.476319 0.827406 0.008239 0.259415 0.205423 0

1.861759 1.487958 0

0

0

0

2014

470

EFG

Male

1.3692

0.664343 1.091768 0.016213 0.509328 0.331405 0

0.544624 0.275476 0

0.1414 0

0

2014

515

EFG

Female 0.204476 0.065759 0.30566 0.282567 0.117169 0.15822 0

8.092956 0.972655 0

0

0

2015

1.36604 0.565135 4.913213 0.05954 0.911722 2.763826 1

1

1

1

1

1

1

0.52003 0.424352 2.467984 0.252321 0.455335 0.552227 1

1.375542 0.7457

23.42537 0.020428 0.770215 0.95705 0
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3.34E-05

1

0

0

0.174343 0

0

516

EFG

Male

0.218141 0.069028 0.219658 0.167241 0.113178 0.158952 0

10.22007 0.565135 0

0

0

0

2015

517

EFG

Female 0.430276 0.115824 0.469761 0.399611 0.263036 0.356013 0

9.917662 0.808508 0

0

0

0

2015

519

EFG

Male

0.392292 0.127038 0.695762 0.028889 0.249423 0.274841 0

3.087987 0.271057 0

0

0

0

2015

521

EFG

Female 0.23871 0.150378 0.281265 0.030395 0.112396 0.248273 0

5.253698 0.943874 0

0

0

0

2015

522

EFG

Female 0.245989 0.106826 0.383332 0.001508 0.123279 0.22688 0

2.292095 0.276752 0

7.58

0

0

2015

523

EFG

Female 0.216134 0.180075 0.410845 0.001319 0.195242 0.217638 0

2.802407 0.579682 0

0

0

0

2015

524

EFG

Male

2.051482 0.448548 0

0

0

0

2015

580

QCPOST Female 0.56188 0.339543 0.701412 0.02238 0.153007 0.416099 1

0.904379 0.125289 15866.67 0

1.15

0

2015

581

QCPOST Male

0.480742 0.590496 0.708742 0.046071 0.148995 0.529732 1

0.260015 0.042004 557000

0

0

0

2015

582

QCPOST Male

0.348686 0.259415 0.583714 0.021394 0.089622 0.356836 1

0.270431 0.094078 5796.667 0

0

0

2015

583

QCPOST Female 0.743979 0.740549 1.594753 0.039646 0.257623 0.556068 0

0.726986 0.123279 30066.67 0

2.08

0

2015

0.258219 0.160799 0.297302 0.001295 0.240371 0.232183 0

Supplementary Table I. Summary of the data collected for this research. Each fish is identified by a unique number (listed under the
“Sample” column). For each sample the location and year are listed, in addition to other variables measured. Gender was recorded,
as well as the fold change for each VH family (VH 1.1, VH2, VH5.1, VH9, VH10, and VH12) and SecHCmu/MemHCmu relative to the
reference sample (#349). Presence or absence of worms in the body cavity is indicated by a “1” or a “0” in the “Worms” column. For
listed pathogens the number of copies found are listed under the columns for each respective pathogen. Fold Changes for VH
families and SecHCmu/MemHCmu were calculated from anterior kidney samples, while pathogen copy numbers were calculated
from spleen samples. Due to limited quantities of spleen tissue pathogen detection for certain samples used anterior kidney instead
of spleen; these values are marked in red on the table.
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